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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this thesis is to present a picture of 
;a little known, but highly developed press system. In 
I 
I ' 
1
Reykjavik, Iceland, a city of only 56,000, there are five 
daily papers. This paner attempts to show something of their 
' origin and their growth. 
Since Iceland is an 11 unknown 11 land to most Americans, 
the first two chapters are devoted to historical background. 
The material for these chapters was obtained from various 
historical sources. 
There was no information available in any previous 
written work to cover the Iceland i c press, so this information 
'' was obtained through interviews v1ith the editors of two of 
I 
l the Icelandic newspapers. Additional information was 
obtained from various sources in Iceland, including the 
1 
Press 6fficer of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs. 
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1. 
CHAPTER ONE 
HISTORICAL SKETCH 
Before the coming of the Norsemen in the ninth 
century, the only positive knowledge of Iceland was 
gained from a small group of Irish monks who had sailed 
north to the lonely island seeking solitude. 1 At the 
time of their arrival, about 800 A.D., 2 these religious 
hermits found no indications that there had ever been an 
earlier civilization in Iceland. There were no bones, 
arrO'ttTheads or shaped stones to suggest that the island had 
ever had any previous dwellers. 
Through these monks, word of Iceland spread back to 
the British Isles, and it was probably here that the 
1Knut Gjerset, History of Iceland (New York: The 
MacMillan Company, 1925), p. 5 
2olafur Hansson, Facts About Iceland (Reykjavik: 
Bekautgafa Menningarsjods, 1953) Translated by Peter G. 
Foote. p. 13 
----== 
2. 
Norsemen first heard about the far-away land. Turning the 
pro"irs of their ships northward, the Vikings sailed to Ice-
land and found a land that appealed to them. This was 
rather unfortunate for the Irish monks, for the heathen 
Vikings forced them to flee. 
Though some of his countrymen had been there before 
him, Ingolfur Arnarson is credited with being the first 
permanent settler in Iceland. 1 According to legend, as 
he approached the island in his ship he threw overboard 
the wooden pillars of the high seat, vowing to make his 
home near the ple.ce they washed ashore. For three years 
he lived on the southeast coast of Iceland, and all that 
time he had his servants looking for the pillars. Finally 
they were found near the site of what is now Reykjavik, 
and in keeping with his vow, that is where he made his 
permanent home. 2 
Ingolfur and his family landed in Iceland about 
870 A.D.,3 and they were closely followed by large groups 
of other Norwegian settlers. The immigration rate was 
1 . Bjorn Bjornsson Iceland, A Geographical, Political, 
and Economic Survey (A pamphlet; Reykjavik: Steindors-
prent H.F., 1952) p. 7 
2 Loc. cit. 
3Loc. cit. 
-- -=--~-=- - =-
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quite high, due in part to the attempts of King Harald of 
Norway to unite that country under one government. 1 Many 
of the defeated barons preferred to seek a new home rather 
than live under the rule of Harald, so they took their 
families and moved to Iceland. It is estimated that by 
930 A.D., the date that marks the end of the colonization 
period and the beginning of the republic, the population 
of Iceland had reached 25,000. 2 While the majority of 
these settlers were Norsemen, about 30 per cent of the 
inhabitants were 11 Westmen 11 from the British Isles and the 
Hebrides.3 
The early settlers took large tracts of land and 
distributed small portions of it to their friends, rel-
atives, and followers. They kept large estates for them-
selves, and as time went on they grew in wealth and power. 
They became the leaders of their districts, and were 
often called upon to settle disputes among the others. 
Not only were they civic leaders, but they also exercised 
leadership in religious affairs, for these were the 
lBjornsson, Iceland, p. 7 
2Agnes Rothery, Iceland, New World Outpost (New York: 
The Viking Press, 1948), p. 27 
3Helgi P. Briem, Iceland and the Icelanders (Maple-
wood, NeloT Jersey: John Francis McKenna Company, 1945) p. 43 
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days when the heathen Norsemen believed in the many gods 
which they called the 11 AEsir 11 , 1and it was the duty of the 
leading citizen to build a temple for the worship of the 
gods. 
These political-religious leaders were known as 
Godar (plural of Godi which means priest-chieftain). 2 
Though they were the absolute rulers of their districts, 
they established assemblies and appointed judges to decide 
disputes so that the 11 Thingmen" (subjects)3 might live 
under a system of justice. 
At first these+ simple assemblies were adequate for 
solving all thB problems that arose, but as time went on 
and the population increased the need was felt for a gen-
eral system of law and justice. 
The first step toward a central government was made 
when groups of chieftains formed jurisdictions, or 11 Thingsn 
as they were called. 4 This was like a county government, 
~~ 
I' 
It 
I 
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:I 
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1Bjornsson, Iceland, p. 9 J 
2Rothery, Iceland, New World Outnost, p. 88 .
1
1 
3statistical Bureau of Iceland, Iceland 1946 (Reykjavik: 
Landsbanki Islands, 1947) p. 25 I 
4 I 
Loc. cit. I 
I 
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5. 
and it was the basis for the political organization of the 
whole country a few years later. 
In 927 A.D. a man named Ulfljot was chosen to pre-
1 pare a code of lal..rs for the l and. He went to Norway for 
three years, and there studied the codes of the southern 
districts, adapting ·what he considered the best of the 
laws for Icelandic use. 
When he returned to Iceland in 930, an assembly of 
~~ the people was called in the valley at Thingvellir, 
~nd the parliament, or Althing, wa s established. 2 
The Althing had two separate branches, each supreme 
i n its ownr aphere. There was a 36-member high court of 
justice--the Althingisdomr ,3 and a. 144-member legislative 
a ssembly--the logretta. 4 
The Althing had the power to decide on questions of 
marr iage, divorce, inheritance and the distribution of 
property. It also established a criminal coae with var-
ious fines for all types of crimes, and trial by jury was 
1Gjerset, His;tor;y: of Iceland, p. 33 
2 Hansson, Facts About Iceland, p. 18 
3Gjerset, op. cit. , p. 34 
4Gjerset, op. cit., p. 41 
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I 
,, introduced. All this had been accomplished within 60 
years after the arrival of the first settlers. 
The meetings of the Althing at Thingvellir for two 
weeks each summerl became more than political gatherings. 
They became the high point in Icelandic social and cultural 
life. People came from all over the country on horseback 
and on foot to visit with one another and to exchange 
ne't17S with friends and relatives. Each year they gathered 
by the thousands, and eventually the meeting of the 
Althing became a national fair or exposition.2 
'VTithin a short time the people of Iceland had a 
chance to test the strength of their new government and 
see how it would stand against the development of two 
separate factions. As mentioned before, at the time of 
the settlement, the Icelanders were heathens. There were 
some Christians among them however, and as the years 
passed, more and more people turned to Christianity. Soon 
there l-Tere two groups, one Christian and one heathen, each 
seeking to gain control of the government. When the 
Christians fe.iled at their attempt to gain control of the 
LGjerset, History of Iceland, p. 33 
2Ibid. , p. J4 
II 
-j .. 
L 
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government, they threatened to create their own state and 
form their own Althing.l 
Realizing the effect this split would have upon the 
nation, and knowing that King Olaf Trygvasson of Norway 
would take advantage of any disunity by bringing Iceland 
under his control2 , the people gathered at Thingvellir in 
search of an answer to their problem. 
ThE problem was discussed and argued for many days, 
and finally, according to an 61d story, the decision was 
left to an old pagan law-giver named Thorgeir.3 It is 
said that he meditated in his booth for three days and 
three nights, with a sheepskin over his head to keep out 
the rays of the midnight sun. Finally, he announced that 
the people of Iceland should accept Christianity as the 
official religion of the land. 
Regardless of whether the decision was actually 
made by Thorgeir, or whether it was made through the 
efforts of hard-headed politicians, in 1000 A.D.4 the 
lGjerset, History of Iceland, p. 63 
2Bjornsson, Iceland, p. 8 
3Rothery, Iceland, New World Outnost, p. 95 
4 Hansson, Facts About Iceland, p. 13 
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Icelandic people accepted Christianity as the state 
religion. 
8. 
Although the Althing was an advanced form of govern-
ment for this age, it had one fatal wea.kness. Fearing 
that one strong man one day might try to seize absolute 
power, the people had not established an executive branch 
of government.l Thus, laws had to be administered locally 
by the Godar, a system which worked well as long as the 
disputes were among Thingmen. ~~en disputes arose between 
chieftains however, there was no higher authority to 
enforce the rulings of the court, so the final outcome liras 
decided on the field of battle. 
The disputes between cni·eftains grew in intensity as 
the years passed and the nation 1oras reduced to a state of 
virtual lawlessness. As a last resort, the people called 
2 
upon the King of NorV{ay to intervene, and in 1262, Iceland 
and Norl'ray signed an agreement which gave the Norwegian 
King police power in Iceland. 
According to the agreement there were to be no changes 
in the Icelandic government. 3 The Icelanders were to retain 
1 . 
Gjerset, History of Iceland, p. 35 
2Bjornsson, Iceland, p. 8 
3 Ibid., p. 9 
I 
I 1--
-=If 
9. 
their own laws, and only Icelanders would be allowed ·to 
hold public office . 1 One of the terms of the agreement was 
that Iceland could canc el the whole thing if there was any 
dissatisfaction over the way the King of Norway used his 
power. 2 
The union between the two countries lasted unti+ 
1380,3 when both countries came under the rule of Denmark. 
~fuen Norway later separated from Denmar$, Iceland remained 
under Danish rule. 
The early years under the Danes were among the black-
est in the whole history of Iceland. Like most of the 
other nations of the times, the Danes regarded colonies 
merely as places that would yield a profit, and so little 
regard was shown to the well-being of the people. Danish 
taxes .and trade monopolies soon reduced Iceland to poverty 
from which she did not begin to recover until the 19th 
century. 
And as if the policies of the Danes were not enough 
for the people to bear, in 1402 Iceland was struck by the 
1 
"Bjornsson, Iceland, p. 8 
2Hansson, Facts About Iceland, p. 13 
3 Loc. cit. 
li 
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Black Death. 1 It is estimated that from one-half to two-
thirds of the population, then believed to be about 
80,000, died at this time. 2 
The Danes forceli the reformation on Iceland, a.nd with 
the death of the last Catholic bishop, Jon Arason, in 1550,3 
the movement was conlidered complete. The Danish King 
took for himself all the property that had belonged to the 
monasteries, and much of the property that had belonged 
to those who supported the Catholics. 
The 17th and 18th centuries brought additional years 
of disaster for Iceland. During this period pirates 
raided the coast of Iceland, and attacked the trading 
ships which brought the necessities of life to the people. 
In 17274 Algerian pirates destroyed the town of Keflavik, 
and they took slaveB from the Westmann Islands. The 
Icelanders were easy prey, for the Danes would neither 
protect them nor allow them to carry weapons to protect 
themselves. 
Nature added her little bit to the general confusion . 
1Rothery, Iceland, New World Outpost, p. 31 
·i 2 Loc. cit. 
3Bjornsson, Iceland, p. 8 
4 William C. Chamberlain, The Economic Development of 
Iceland Thr9ugh World War II (Ne~~ork: Columbia Univ. Press) 
II 
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of this period with frequent volcanic eruptions which des-
troyed pastures, animals, and men. 
The Danes did nothing to help relieve the hardships 
faced by the people of Iceland, and in fact the policies of 
Denmark did much to oause increased hardships. Danish 
trading companies were given exclusive trading rights in 
Iceland, and la"'-rs were passed which set the price on goods 
being sold. 1 Naturally the prices favored the Danes. 
Icelanders found the prices of their exports dropping 
and the prices of their imports rising. 2 There seemed to 
be no way to a.chieve a balance because the Danes did all 
in their power to discourage industry in Iceland. Even 
such things as flour had to be imported from Denmark, and 
the one potential source of wealth that Iceland did pos-
sess, the fishing industry, was rapidly falling into 
decay because Icelanders were not allowed to build ne1r1 
ships.3 
Finally the plight of Iceland became so serious that 
even the Danes felt that something had to be done. In 
4 1770 a joint Icelo-Danish commission was established which 
1 Chamberlain, The Economic Development of Iceland, p. 15 
2 Ibid., p. 16 
3 Ibid., p. 17 
4 
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made a study of the situation and recommended certain 
changes. From the recommendations of the commission it 
was decided:. that Iceland should be allowed a small amount 
of industry 1 so flour mills and a few other small businesses· 
were permitted to go into operation.1 Work was started to 
improve the condition of the roads of the country, and 
finally, in 1787, the Danish trade monopoly was abolished. 2 
The effects of this reform program were not too not-
icea.ble, however, for Iceland had been reduced to such a 
state of poverty that it would take many years before there 
would be any evident recovery. Besides, though the Danes 
ha d claimed to have abolished the trade monopoly, all 
they had actually done was make it slighly more liberal so 
the Norwegians could also trade in Iceland. Merchants of 
all other countries were still excluded.3 
Through the l a st part of the 18th and first part of 
the 19th centuries, the political independence of Iceland 
reached an all-time low. In 1789 the Althing, which had 
been meeting at Thingvellir for over 800 years, met there 
4 for the la"st time. For two years 1 t met in Reykjavik, 
1Chamberlain, The Economic Development of Iceland, p. 17 
2Hansson, Facts About Iceland, p. 13 
3Chamberlain, loc. cit . 
4 Ibid. , p. 19 
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and then it was completely dissolved, 1 an indication of the 
political and economic bankruptcy of the nation. 
As often happens, things seem darkest just before 
they begin to improve. This was the case with Iceland, 
for no sooner had the Althing been dissolved than there 
was a rebirth of the spirit of independence. For the 
first 50 years of the 19th century scholars and idealists 
l~orked hard to introduce reforms. 2 Through periodicals 
and early news magazines the leaders reached the people 
with their message of independence. 
Under the leadership of Jon Sigurdsson, (1811-1879)3 
one of Iceland's national heroes, a fight to establish 
free trade was started. This fight ended sucessfully in 
1854 with the granting of complete freedom of trade to 
4 the people of Iceland. · In the meantime, in 1843, the 
Althing had been re-established as a consultive assembly.5 
With the provisimns for free trade secured, the 
merchant class began to prosper, and with prosperity 
came additional gains in the fight for complete independ-
ence. Denmark had lost the province of Schleswig-Holstein 
!chamberlain, Economic Development of Iceland, p. 19 
2 Rothery, Iceland, New World Outpost, p. 33 
3Bjornsson, Iceland, p. 10 
4 Hansson, Facts About Iceland, p. 13 
5Loc. ill_. 
------- t 
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to Prussia in 1864, 1 so now she was in a mood to preserve 
what was left of her empire and was willing to listen to 
some of the demands of the Icelanders. The Danes felt that 
by allowing reforms, they would prevent the demand for 
complete independence from becoming too strong. 
In line with this policy a constitution was granted 
to the Icelanders in 1874, giving them the power of 
2 legislation and self-government. In addition, the 
Althing was given control of all Icelandic financial 
matters. 3 
Though these were forward steps, they did not satisfy 
the demands of Iceland. Complete independence was the goal 
now, and nothing else would be acceptable. 
A joint Icelandic-Danish commission was established 
in 1907 in an attempt to find some compromise that would 
4 be acceptable to both sides. This first attempt ended in 
failure, but a second commission was established in 1918, 5 
and the results of this study led to the "Act of Union" 
1 Chamberlain, Economic Develonrnent of Iceland, p.20 
2 Hansson, Facts About Iceland, p. 13 
3 Loc. cit. 
4 Chamberlain, op. cit., p. 23 
5 Loc. cit. 
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which was passed by the parliaments of both nations and 
became law on November 30, 1918. 1 Perhaps 11 act of separation" 
would have been a better name for this legislation, for 
under the .accepted provisions Iceland became practically 
a sovereign state. She received her own flag and the 
poltrer to make treaties, although the foreign service of 
Denmark still represented her in international affairs. 2 
The only real bond left to hold the two nations together 
was their commom king. 
Among the provisions of the act were guarantees 
that Icelandic and Danish citizens woUld have equal rights 
in both countries, and free access to the fisheries of 
each other. Also, plans were made for the exchange of 
students.3 
Most important though, was a provision which s a id 
that the Icelanders could hold a plebiscite in 1941 to 
decide whether they wanted to continue this last tie with 
4 Demmark, or whether they wanted to sever all connections. 
The vote of 1941 was never held though, for when the 
1 Chamberlain, Economic Development of Iceland, p. 23 
2 Loc. cit. 
3 Loc. cit. 
4 Loc. cit. 
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Germans invaded Denmark in 1940 the Althing declared all 
ties between the countries broken.l A regent was appointed 
to perform the functions of the:. ··Jting, and diplomatic 
representatives were sent from Iceland to foreign countries. 
Although the Althing said the severance was only 
temporary, it was actually final. In 1944 a plebiscite 
was held, and the p~ople of Iceland voted in favor of 
2 breaking all ties with Denmark. 74,000 voters cast ballots, 
and of this number 97 per cent voted against the union act, 
and 95 per cent voted in favor of establishing a republic.3 
On June 17, 1944, the Republic of Iceland was form-
ally established, and Sveinn Bjornsson was chosen as the 
first pres1dent. 4 
1Bjornsson, Iceland, p. 11 
2 Cha-mberlain, Economic Development of Iceland, p. 24 
3 Loc. cit. 
4 
Bjornsson, oo. cit., p. 12 
-~~- =--=-=---
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CHAPTER TWO 
SINCE 1940 
Although Iceland had been untouched by W'orld 11ar I, 
it bece..me the center of great military activity during 
World War II. In fact, the strategic importance of Ice-
le.nd 1-oras recognized before the beginning of the war, and 
the Nazis made repeated attempts to get a foothold which 
would allow them to establish air and· sea bases. 
From 1928 to 1931 the Germane had surveyed many of 
Iceland's fjords, and they had marked off certain plateaus 
1 throughout the country for use as possible landing fields. 
When the Nazis came into power they asked for landing rights 
for one of their civilian airlines in Iceland, but the 
1 Rothery, Iceland, New World Outpost, p. 194 
1 Icelanders rerused to allow them in the country. Just as 
18. 
a coincidence, the warship 11 Emden 11 happened to be anchored 
in Reykjavik harbor when the Nazis made their request. 2 
When war came, Iceland was still officially a part of 
the Kingdom of Denmark even though,practically speaking, 
it had sovereign rights. The Icelanders announced strict 
neutrality in hopes of avoiding any part in the conrlict, 
a.nd even arter their motherland fell to the Nazis in 1940 
they would not take a position ravoring one side or the 
other . 
. With the occupation of Denmark by the Nazis, however, 
the British reared that the next German move might be into 
Iceland. The erfect of such a move on the Allied war err-
ort is · obvious. With England depending on supplies from 
America for her existence, a German submarine base in 
Iceland would give the Nazis the ability to cut the flow 
or supplies to a trickle. From land and sea bases in 
Iceland, Germany would have been able to control the shipping 
lanes of the North Atlantic. 
Because of this British fear, the people of Reykjavik 
1 Rothery, Iceland, New World Outpost, p. 194 
2 Loe. cit. 
s.woke one morning in May of 1940 to find themselves un-
willing hosts to thousands -of British troops.l The Ice-
19. 
landers had wanted no part of the war, and were not at all 
pleased with the arrival of the English. In spite of this, 
the occupation proceeded quite smoothly. The British made 
no attempts to interfere with the civil affairs of the 
Icelandic government, and they didn 1 t try to install any 
11Quislings 11 to carry out their policies. When disputes did 
arise between the British army and Icelandic civilians, the 
British always tried to give the Icelanders the benefit of 
the doubt. 2 
Before many months had passed, wise Icelanders knew 
that occupation by the British meant a far different thing 
than occupation by the Nazis. In fact they were beginning 
to wonder what might happen if England should be forced to 
abandon Iceland in the event of German invasion of the 
British Isles. 
The strong possibility of sueh a thing happening at 
this time prompted Johan Stefansson, Minister for Foreign 
Af f airs of Iceland, to approach the American Consul in 
Reykjavik, Bertel E. Kuniholm, on December 18, 1940, and 
1 saturday Evening Post, December 7, 1940, p. 20 
2 • 
Ibid., p. 89 
- I 
-:; 
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e.sk whether or not it might be possible for Iceland to be 
"included in the Monroe Doctrine area 11 • 1 This, naturally, 
would mean that Iceland would be under the protection of 
the United States. 
Stefansson told Kuniholm he was not speaking officially 
for his government, but was only trying to get an indic-
ation of what the American attitude toward such a prop-
osition would be. 
Kuniholm relayed Stefansson's question to the State 
Department in Washington, and asked for instructions. 
On January 18, 1941, the Secretary of State advised 
Kuniholm that the United States wished to make no commit-
mente on the matter, and that he should 11 neither encourage 
nor discourage any further approach to it on the part of 
2 Iceland 11 • 
In spite of Secretary Hull's answer to Kuniholm , the 
United States did. have an active interest in Iceland. By 
that time, (late winter and early spring of 1941), the 
United States was committed) to aiding the Allies in their 
fight against the Nazis, and it was generally accepted 
7J:,John L. Zimmerman, 11 A Note on the Occupation of Iceland by 
American Forces 11 ,Political Science Quarterly, Vol. 62, p. 103 
2 Loc. cit. 
3By sentiment, if not by law. 
21. 
that Iceland must remain under friendly control if we were 
to carry out our aid program. 
On April 14, 1941, Harry Hopkins and Sumner Welles 
met Thor Thors, the Icelandic Consul General in Washington, 
and opened the negotiations which finally led to the defense 
of Iceland by American troops. 1 Since the British already 
had troops in Iceland, they were naturally a party to the 
talks. 
The exact day the agreement between the United States 
and Iceland was signed was not announced, but during the 
last week in May, 1941, the 6th Marine Regiment was shipped 
from California to South Carolina, and used in the form-
ation of a provisional brigade. 2 On the 7th of July, 1941, 
President Roosevelt announced to the world that United 
States forces had landed in Iceland. 
American reaction to the movement was generally fav-
orable, and even a great many of the isolationists gave 
their supuort to Roosevelt in this instance.3 German 
reaction of course was unfavorable, and Roosevelt was 
charged with" running after lorar'~ 4 
1Robert Sherwood, Roosevelt and Honkins (New York: 
Harper, 1948) 
2Zimmerman, Note on the Occupation of Iceland, p. 105 
3New York Times, July 8, 1941, p. 1 
4 Ibid., July 10, 1941, p. 10 
22. 
Before the Icelanders would allow United States troops 
in their country, the United States had to agree to certain 
conditions. 1 The main provisions of thesA conditions were: 2 
1. The United States would withdraw all mil-
itary forces at the conclusion of the war. 
2. The United States would promise to recognize 
the absolute independence and sovereignty 
of Iceland. 
3. The United States must not interfere with 
the Government of Iceland. 
4. The United States would organized the defense 
of the country in such a way as to cause the 
least possible disturbance to the people. 
5. The United States would bear all costs of 
the defense. 
6. The United States would supply Iceland with 
necessities during the '"ar. 
7. The United States mus.t supply forces strong 
enough to insure the proper defense of Iceland. 
Roosevelt agreed to all of the provisions above, but 
even before the end of the war there was a feeling that 
the United States shou1d try to keep a permanent airbase 
in Icela.nd.3 In view of the first condition above, this 
created a great deal of misunderstanding and unrest. 
1For complete text, see Appendix I 
2 . New York !_imes, July 8, 1941, p. 3 
3Ne"tor York Times, October 29' 1943, p. 12 
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In spite of the problems facing the American forces, 
all proceeded rather smoothly during the wa.r years. There 
was a great deal of Nazi submarine activity around Iceland, 
and there were occasional air raids along the coast, but 
for the most part, the biggest enemy of the forces was 
boredom. There were some disputes between Icelandic civil-
ians and American soldiers, but few of them were serious. 
The first indication that there might be any differ-
ence of official opinion between the United States and 
Iceland came in October of 1943. Senator Richard B. 
Russell of Georgia, back from a tour of the fighting fronts 
of the world, announced that the United States should take 
steps to guarantee postwar rights, especially civil aviation 
rights, to the airbases and facilities constructed at 
American expense during the war. He called special attent-
ion to the importance of making arrangements with Iceland 
1 
along these lines. 
Almost a year later, in August of 1944, Senator 
Connally of Texas, chairman of the Foreign Relations 
2 Committee, echoed the proposal of Russell. He said that 
1New York Times,October 29, 1943, p. 12 
2Ibid., August 22, 1944, p. 8 
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the United States should acquire title or lease to all 
the Pacific and Atlantic islands necessary for the security 
of the country. A base in Iceland, he said, would be 
vital, and "should easily be acquired through long-term 
leaseJ1~1 ,• 
A month later, President Sveinn Bjornsson made an 
official visit to Washington, accompanied by Roreign Min-
ister Vilhjalmur Thor. Although no official American 
request had yet been made for bases in Iceland, Thor made 
the Icelandic viewpoint quite clear when he told reporters, 
11 We are a nation of individualists, and we did not est-
ablish our republic in order to become less independent. 
We intend to o~m our own country, all of it, without any 
foreign interference 11 • 2 
With the end of the war in Europe in the spring of 
1945, there had still been no official American reauest 
for a permanent airbase in Iceland. Troops started 
leaving the island, and the garrison which once numbered 
3 . h H over 50,000 was soon down to only a few t ousand. owever, 
ve 
the United States still did not give her hold on the airbase. 
1New York Times, August 22, 1944, p. 8 
2Ibid., September 4, 1944, p. 59 
3Estimatee vary from 40,000 to 75,000. I have never 
found an official figure, but 50,000 appears logical. 
The official request for a permanent airbase in Ice-
land came in the early sp~ing of 1946, but in a radio 
address to the Icelandic people, Prime MinisteP Olafur 
1 Thora said that the American r .equest '\'rould be denied. 
Since Army and Navy officials insisted that such a 
2 base was vital to the defense of the United States, on 
the 19th of September, 1946, the State Department trans-
mitted a compromise proposal to Iceland.3 Under this new 
American plan, all military forces would be evacuated 
i within~ six months, and they would be replaced by American 
civilian technicians. Although the Americans would operate 
the airport, the Icelanders would control it. The State 
Department said the only reason the Americans wanted the 
use of the field was to provide a stop-over for mili te.ry 
4 
air traffic to and from occupied Germany. 
The proposal was approved by the Icelandic Government, 
but it faced a hard fight in the Althing. Russia had 
announced that an American base in Iceland would be a threat 
to her, so the Communist party in Iceland took up the same 
1The Christian Century, Vol. LXIII, NO. 19, p. 581 
2 LoCl_. c1 t. 
3 New York Times, September 21, 1946, p.l 
4 Loc. cit. 
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cry. Since the Communists held ten seats in the Althing 
and a place in the coalition cabinet, they were able to 
slow down approval of the agreement, but they could not 
prevent passage. On October 5, 1946, the Keflavik Agree-
ment1 was passed by the Althing with the following break-
down of votes among the 52 members:2 
FOR THE AGREEMENT; 
Conservatives •...•........• 20 
Social Democrats •........... 6 
Progressives •......•...... ~-
32 
AGAINST THE AGREEMENT; 
Communists •................ 10 
Social Democrats •........... 2 
Progressives .............. ~ 
19 
ABSTAINING; 
Social Democrats ••..••..•.. ! 
As had been expected, all the Conseratives voted for 
the agreement, while all the Communists 'Voted against it • 
The Progressives: split down the middle, but the majority 
of the Social Democrats favored the pact. 
1It was called the Keflavik Agreement because it con-
cerned the airport at Keflavik constructed by the United 
States during the 1-{ar. 
2New York Times, October 6, 1946, p. 1 
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As required by the agreement, 1 all military personnel 
left the country within six months, and the base was turned 
over to the Icelanders. American civilians took over all 
technical positions, but training was provided for the 
Icelanders so that they might acquire the skills necessary 
to operate the base. 
In 1949 Iceland dropped her role of neutrality in 
international affaire and cast her lot with the Western 
2 pow·ers by joining NATO. An appraisal of the cold war 
situation convinced the Icelanders that because of the 
strategic position of their country they could not hope 
to avoid involvement if war should come. And, they reasoned, 
if they must become involved it was better to be on the 
side of the Western nations than on the side of the Comm-
unists. Of course the Communist party in Iceland did not 
go along with this reaeon~ng, but they did not have the 
power to prevent the government from signing the Atlantic 
Pact. 
The fact that Iceland joined the Atlantic Paet group 
was very important, for this paved the way for the return 
1For complete text of the agreement, see Appendix II. 
2Hanseon, Facts About Iceland, p. 15 
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of American military personnel in 1951.1 Iceland was con-
sidered the weak link in the North Atlantic defense sys-
tem, and so through NATO, the request was made to have 
United States troops return t6 Iceland. 2 
Negotiations leading up to the invitation of American 
troops remained secret, for it was felt that if the Comm-
unist members of the Icelandic government knew- of the plans, 
they 'tvould create enough trouble to prevent passage of the 
· treaty. Therefore, after the Icelandic government had 
accepted the American proposals for the defense of Iceland, 
the Althing was not convened to ratify the action. Instead, 
the members of the three democratic parties3were contacted 
and asked to give their approval. All of the members of 
these parties did approve the treaty, so without even 
consulting the Communist Althing members, the government 
4 
announced a 43 to 9 vote in favor of the new agreement. 
They made the announcement just as the first American 
troops were disembarking from Military Air Transport Service 
troop carriers at the Keflavik airport.5 
1New York Times, Ma.y 8, 1951, p. 13 
2See text of 1951 Agreement, Appendix III 
3conservative, Social Democrat and Progressive 
4New York Times, Loc. cit. 
5Th1s was on May 7, 1951. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
ROOTS OF THE DAILY PRESS 
29. 
The literary history of Iceland dates back almost to 
the time that the first settlers arrived on the island. It 
will be remembered that these first settlers, or at least 
the rna j ori t y of them, were of Sc::mdinavi an origin, and 
many of them were of Norwegian aristocratic stock. 
When they came to Iceland they brought much of their 
old culture with them, and to this they added much that 
they had picked up during their travels and during the 
first years in Iceland. 
They were a proud people, with strong feelings about 
their homes, their kinsmen, and their families. Often, 
when there were disputes between families, there were 
bitter fights, a.nd long after these fight a were over tales 
of them would linger on. In a way, these wepe "news" stories, 
for they told of importe.nt events that had taken place 
during the early days of the settlement. 
--
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But as the years went by, and the stories were pa.ssed 
within .the family from one generation to the next, the 
deeds of the hero grew, until they were the deeds of a 
sort of superman. Fact and myth became entwined, and the 
result was the development of the Sagas, Iceland's price-
less contribution to the lit erature of the world. 1 
Actually, Sagas are the biographies of single persons ~ 
from the cradle to the grave, but because of the thorough-
ness with which they were told, they give a complete picture 
of family and community life of the early days of the 
settlement. 2 
For over a hundred years the Sagas were kept alive only 
by word of mouth, but near the end of the 11th century J 
learned men gathered and compiled many of them. During the 
12th and 13th centuries the writing continues, and from the 
works of this period we have an almost complete record of 
the early days of Iceland.3 
In addition to the Sagas, a great deal of Scandinavian 
history was also recorded during this period. Some of the 
1statistical Bureau of Iceland, Iceland 1946, p. 230 
2 Ibid., p. 233 
3Loc. Cit. 
T 
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works, such as the history of the kings of Norway by Snorri 
Sturluson, ( 1178-1241), 1 are considered among the finest 
in this field. 
In spite of this fine beginning, there was · .a decline 
in Icelandic literary activity after the union with Norway. 
Perhaps it was caused by the loss of independence, but 
whatever the cause, the great literary age ended with the 
2 13th century. 
The first printing press was brought into Iceland in 
1530 by the Catholic bishop Jon Arason.3 It was inst a lled 
at Holar,in the north of the country, and was used for the 
publica.t ion of religious works. The first book, the 
11 Breviarium Nidrosiense", was completed in 1534. 4 
During the Reformation the press was used very little, 
but a.fter the Reformation it was again used for the pri nting 
of religious material, but this time by the new order. 
Until the last quarter of the 17th century the press 
had never been used for the publication of secular works, 
but between 1675 and 1695, some of the Sagas were finally 
1Hansson, Facts About Iceland, p. 13 
2 Loc . cit. 
3Gjerset, History of Iceland, p. 309 
4 Loc. cit. 
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printed in book 1'orm. 1 For a time it was thought that there 
was a second press in Iceland during this period, but 
evidence seems to show that everything printed in Iceland 
2 
up to about 1772 was done on the same press. 
It was in 1772 that another press was finally brought 
to the country, and this one was installed on the island or 
Hrappsey, just ot'f the northwest coast.3 
The new press was used entirely for secular works, and 
about a year after its arrival an attempt was made to 
publish a ne't.;s sheet. This first newspaper was called 
4 
11 Islandske Maaneds Tidender 11 • It was a monthly, and was 
printed in the Danish language •. ~ 
1N.hen he started publication, the editor of this paper 
said that there could not possibly be enough news to fill 
both sides of one page twelve times a year, eo he would 
have to use a lot ot' articles e.nd essays to fill space.6 He 
did just that, so there was actually very little news in 
the paper. 
1 GjePset, History of Iceland, p. 309 
2 Loc. cit. 
3 Halldor Hermannsson, 11 Periodical Literature of Iceland 
Down to the Year 187411 , Islandica, Volume XI, p. 6 
4 
Loc. cit. 
5Loc. cit. 
6 Loc. cit. 
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The paper did run a few articles e.gainst the trade 
monopoly, but they were not strong enough to force the 
Danish government to take any action. A press law governing 
the things that could be said was in effect at this time, 
but so little information was printed in Iceland that it 
1 
was hardly ever necessary to enforce the law. 
During the 18th century Copenhagen was actually the 
cultural center of Iceland, for all Icelanders who could 
afford higher education went to Denms.rk for their schooling. 
The literary re-awakening of Iceland was due in a large 
part to these students. 
In fact, the next Icelandic periodical to appear after 
11 Islandske Maaneds Tidender 11 was published by two Icelandic 
students in Copenhagen. They formed the "Icelandic Literary 
2 Society" in 1779, and t wo years later they issued the 
first volume of their periodical. It was an annual of 
e.bout 300 pages, and it contained material written by the 
leading men of Iceland. The subjects covered were many, 
and included were such things as articles on farming, 
1 Hermannsson, 11 The Per iodical Literature of Iceland 
Down to the Year 187411 , Islandica, p. 7 
2Loc. cit. 
fishing, handicraft, industry, and statistical reports on 
the population. Although the printing of this magazine was 
done in Denmark, the language used was Icelandic. 1 
A few more publications of this sort appeared in the 
remaining years of the 18th century, some of them printed 
in Denmark and some in Iceland, but all of them retaining 
more or less the seme form. Although they did contain some 
news, usually very old, they were primarily literary mag-
azines, published by and for literary societies. 2 
From 1800 to 1875 about 50 more periodicals made their 
appearance, and. while not one of them had an important role 
to play individually, the combined impact of all these 
publications was extremely important.3 They played a large 
part in the battle for Icelandic independence by making the 
peonle realize the need for unity and national concious-
ness. 
During these years the content of the periodicals 
dea.l t more a.nd more with political conditions, and with the 
necessity for improving the living standard of the people. 
_, Actually, there were three separate phases to the battle 
1Hermannsson, 11 Icelandic Literature Down to the Year 
1874", Islandica, p. 10 
2 Ibid., p. 23 
3 Ibid., p. 95 
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for national independence being waged by the periodicals. 
1 They were: 
1. The movement to improve economic conditions 
and to gain freedom of trade. 
2. The attempt to raise the intellectual stand-
ards of the people of Iceland. 
3. The demand for self government and civil 
liberty. 
The first goal was reached with the passage of the 
act in 1854 which allowed free trade, and the third goal 
was reached in 1918 with the Act of Union. It would be a 
bit difficult to say when the secono. goal was reached, for 
this is a rather vague concept. 
One of the more outstanding periodicals to appear 
during the middle and last half of the 19th century w·as 
11 Ny Felagsrit 11 • 2 This was largely written by Jon Sigurd.sson, 
the political hero of the battle for Icelandic imdependence, 
and one of the most outspoken critics of the policies of 
the Danes. It first appeared in 1841,3and with the 
exception of three years, it published continuously until 1873. 
lHermannsson, liThe periodical Literature of · Iceland Dm,m 
to the year 18?4. 11 , Islandice, p. 95 
2 Ibid., p. 59 
3Loc. cit. 
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In 1848, 11 Thjodolfur 11 , e. four page ne~.rspaper appeared 
and took up the fight for freedom. 1 In the beginning it 
was printed every two weeks, but it became so p&pular that 
it soon had to be issued every week. With the success of 
t his paper, other papers were established, but none of them 
c ould quite match the popularity of 11 Thjodolfur 11 • 
With the first edition of 11 Islendingur 11 in 1860,a new 
high in journalistic standards was reached, although the 
2 paper was not a financial success. Published in Reykjavik 
each week, it gave more ne't>TS than had any of its predecessors, 
and the articles it carried set a standard for quality and 
reliability. Although this paper took an active part in 
the political contraversies of the day, it was not as 
aggressive as 11 Thjodolfur 11 , so it never gained popular 
support. Within three years it was bankrupt, but it did 
set an example for others to try to follow. 
With one unsuccessful exception, all of the papers of 
the 19th century were weeklies. In 1896 there was an attempt 
to start a daily, but this paper died after a few editions.3 
1Hjalmar Lindroth, Iceland, Land.' of Contrasts,(Princeton, 
N.J.; Princeton University Press, 1937) p.206 
2Hermannsson, 11 Periodical Literature of Iceland Down to 
the Year 1e7~, Islandica, p. 84 
3statistical Bureau of Iceland, Iceland 1946, p. 211 
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There were just too many obstacles in the way to allow 
successful publication of a daily at this point. 
In the first place, Iceland had a rural population that 
was thinly spread over the countryside, and there was no 
1 
convenient way to reach these people. The roads that did 
exist were nothing more that bridle paths, and there were 
very few bridges available for the traveler who wanted to 
cross the many st:l;eams that criss-cross through Iceland. 2 
All of this ~eant of course that news gathering and the 
di s tribution of newspapers would be very difficult, and in 
fact impossible on a daily basis. 
As for the printing of foreign news, the only time 
that Iceland heard anything from the rest of .the world was 
when the mail. ship came in, and this was not too often. 
As late as 1875 the ship only came to Iceland seven t imes 
3 hor a year, and it was/'too unusual for Icelanders to hear about 
things that happened in Europe in the fall sometime the 
next snring. 
Another factor that made the growth of daily j ournalism 
1statistical Bureau of Iceland, Iceland 1946, p. 141 
2Loc. cit. 
3Ib1d., f'. 137 
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difficult was the necessity of importing all material used 
i n the printing business. Everything--presses, naper, ink--
had to be brought in from the outside, and this meant they 
would be very expensive. Since money was very scarce 
at this time it meant the amount of materials imported 
would be very definitely limited. And also, with the high 
co'st of printing the selling price of the paper would have 
to be high, fof' there were very few advertisers to h 'elp pay 
the costs. 1 
Although all these things were detrimental to the 
establishment of daily newspapers, there was one important 
factor that was to be a big help. That was the high lit-
eracy rate, for it is estimated that as early as 1800 
almo s t all Icelanders could read and write. 2 
At the turn of the centu~y, all of the things that had 
been preventing the establishment of a daily newspaper 
seemed to fade away. 
First, there was the gradual shift of the population 
away from the rural districts and towards the to~ms. Until 
~ this time, Iceland had always been a country of farmers, but 
~There were practically no businesses in the country 
at t his point, so there l'Tas nobody to buy advertising space. 
2M. M. Chambers, Editor, Universities of the World 
Outside the U.S.A., (Washington, D.C.: American Counci ~on 
Education, 1950) p.508 
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now there were the first small beginnings of industry 
starting to show up in Reykjavik. As a result, many people 
left their country homes and headed for the city where 
they felt they would find employment. The· table below 
shows the tremendous shift in the occupational distribution 
1 
of the people during the 50 years between 1880 and 1930. 
1880 l2JQ 
Agriculture 73.2% 35.8% 
Fisher ies 12.0% 16.?% 
Industries 2.1% 18.9% 
Commerce and 3. 6.9& 14.6% 
communications 
Other 9.1% 14.0% 
~'11th this shift in occuuations came the shift in the 
population centers of the island. Reykjavik showed the 
largest gro1,yth, for it was the capital of the country and 
it was th~ center of the new industrial activity. In 1801, 
there were only 300 people living in this city, 2 but from 
-- that time on it started to grow. The following chart 
1Bjornsson, Icelan~, p. 14 
2 
Loc. ~· 
4o. 
shows the increase in population in the city of Reykjavik 
since 1890, compared with the total increase in population 
throughout the whole country. 1 
TOTAL POPULATION OF % OF TOTAL 
YEAR POPULATION RE~JAVIK POPULATION 
1890 70,927 
---
1900 78,470 5'· 802 . , 7.6% 
1910 85,183 11,449 13.5% 
1920 94,690 17,450 18.5% 
1930 108,861 28,052 25.8% 
1940 121,474 37,897 31.3% 
1950 145,000 56,096 38.9% 
With this growing population in Reyk·javik, the stage 
was finally being set for the establishment of a successful 
daily newspaper. Added to this was the fact that in 18942 
a road-making act was passed in the Althing, and work was 
immediately started to improve the routes from town to 
town and into the interior. 
1Bjornsson, Ieeland, p. 14 
~Statistical Bureau of Iceland, Iceland 1946, p. 141 
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In 1906 another step forward was made when Iceland was 
linked to the Shetland Isles by undersea cable.1 Now, 
instead of having to wait for weeks or months to get news 
when the mail boat came to Reykjavik, Iceland could hear 
of events immediately after they happened. 
With the aid of all these factors mentioned above, 
the first successful daily newspaper was established in 
Iceland in November of 1910. 2 
lstatistical Bureau of Iceland, Iceland 1946, p. 144 
2This information was obtained during an int erview with 
Hersteinn Palsson, editor of Visir, in New York on March 20, 
1954. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE DAILY NEWSPAPERS OF ICELAND 
There are five daily newspapers now being published 
1 in Iceland. , a.ll in Reykjavik. They are all tabloid size, 
with columns which measure 12 picas by 16 inches, five 
columns per page. Compared to an American tabloid, (see 
picture on page 43), the sheets are about two and one-half 
inches 1 onger, and about one-half inch ~rider. 
The total circulation of the five papers is about 
53,000~ but before saying too much about the circulation 
one thing should be made clear. There is no organization 
in Iceland which has a. similar function to the Audit Bureau 
1Information obtained from Bjarni Gudmundsson, Press 
Officer of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, in a letter 
dated March 25, 1954. 
2 Loc. cit. 
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of Circulations of this country, so there is no way to 
check the accuracy of the circulations cla imed by the 
various editors for their papers. The figures used here 
are estimates made by Bje~ni Gudmundsson, Press Officer 
of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, from information 
available to him. While they may not be exact, they are 
close enough to give a picture of the relative size of 
each pa per, and they are probably more accurate than 
figures direct from the papers themselves would be, since 
it is the habit of the editors to include in their cir-
culation figures all papers printed, whether sold or not. 
are: 
Keeping this in mind, the papers and their circulations 
MORGUNBLADID •... .. .... . 20,000 
VI.SIR .......... . . . ....•. 8 , 000 
THJ6DVILJINN .... .• . .•• 8-9,000 
ALTHYDUBLADID •...• . ••• 6-7,000 
TIMINN ..........••••• . 8-9,000 
11 Visir 11 was the first of these papers to be published, 
and in fact was the first successful daily newspa.per in 
Iceland.1 (see photo on page 45). The first edition appeered 
1 Bja.rni Gudmundsson 
ll. irr. 
Nasser skipalui' lte:; ularle!Jur 
laJidsstiori i Egypt;~laildi . 
Dtimur cr fal linn yfir f.U 1\:nh:Js. 
.,;::tgkosningar_ 
j Ftnnlandi. 
u...alt a morgun. 
Snjobilar flytja 
benzin i obygglUr. 
Enoall....-..ua..-.... 
.....,._, 
Sk~t ·;(yklin RitlriifuHafelags 
lsk,ds L~'ll hudritill. 
G5. t!JI. 
Mikil ofrer~ enn a vegum . 
Hvalfjori)ur, Heilisheii)i og u\)psveit· 
ir Arnessyslu Ofrerar. 
Jafntefli hja Ar-
manni og K.R. .... -
--- ~=-=--=--=-
1 
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in 1910 as an experiment. Since it was only an experiment, 
it was given a. long Icelandic name, which in English l<rould 
mean 11 Bud of a daily newspaper". After a time when it 
seemed certain tha.t the paper would be a success, the name 
was shortened to 11 Bud 11 , or 11 Visir 11 as it is called in 
Icelandic. 1 
The first edi tiona were all hand set, a.nd they were 
printed on an old book press, for there was no modern 
printing equipment in Iceland in 1910.2 They usually con-
sisted of one page printed on both sides, with the emphasis 
on local news. Although Iceland did have a cable connection 
to the outside world, it would have been too expensive for 
this small paper to employ one of the European wire services. 
Besides, af-ter living for centuries without any fresh news 
from the rest of the world, there was not too much demand 
for foreign news. 
The development of the daily newspapers in Iceland 
closely followed the development of the political parties. 
When 11 Visir 11 was founded there were only two political 
lrnformation obtained during an interview with Hersteinn 
Palsson, Editor of 11 Visir 11 , in New York on March 20, 1954. 
2Information obtained during an interview with Ivar 
Gudmundsson, former editor of 11 Morgunbladid 11 and now a 
member of the United Nations Press Section, in New York 
on March 19, 1954. 
-----
-··.;-··· 
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1 parties of importance--the "Home Rule" party, and the 
"Independence" party. As their names suggest, the former 
wanted to maintain ties with Denmark, while the latter 
wanted to break away completely and form a republic. From 
the very beginning, 11 Visir 11 supported the Independence 
Party in the fi ght for freedom. 2 
Although 11 Visir 11 gave full support to the Independence 
Party, there wa s no connection between the paper and the 
party. 11 Visir11 was an ind.ependent business venture, depending 
solely upon subscriptions and advertising revenue for 
support. It was in no sense a 11 party 11 paper, as wer.e 
some of the papers to follow. It just happened to be 
a case where the management of the newspapep, agreed with 
the viewooint of a particular party. 
With the success of 11 Visir 11 , plans were made to start 
another daily in Reykjavik in 1913. The name of the new 
paper was to be 11 Dagbladid11 --Daily Paper--but just three 
days before it was to be published in November, 1913, a.nother 
paper appeared with that name. As a result, 11 Morgunbladid" 
--Morning Paper--became the name of the new daily. The 
1 stat1stical Bureau of Iceland, Iceland 1946, p. 251. 
2Hersteinn Palsson, Editor of 11 Visir 11 • 
B6 og lcyl'l'i1 allul'. 
l'ikja·ndi i Bal'l'lllll 
51. tbl. - &113vikud•cur 3. muz 1151 
Yfirlysing Eisenhowers forseta: 
PtentunibJ• Morc unbl•hins 
Nagib komlnn aflur Ill Egypta.lands. 
Puerto-Rico menn geta lengiB 
sjollstmli hvenmr sem ~eir vilja KHARTUM, Z.. man lri. Reater-NTB RO OG SPEKT rik ir m.i artur i KhartUm, h 01u8borg SUd•n.'l, 
dtir Ucid5i rnar, acm urGu I s~rdag og koetuGu 34 menn Hfits 
( ~ orsiiku~u a3 h;itil)lccrl tJings:ctningu var frestaft. Naalb, forsdi 
l4;,ypl;llit:ld,., er komi nn aflur til Kai nl of( sagtsi hann vill t retta-
mc nn. uti h:~nn myndi ;1ltu r halda t il Slu:tana oc verfta vi&itnddur 
}Jingsctnin~;una, .,d al\st~ur lcyfclu." 
I En landsljorlnn seglr aa slikur se ekki 
vlljl ~Joaarlnnar. - ~j66ernissinnar 
seu aaelns um 500 lalsins. L0GREOLAN ATH:\ f'NAStil\1 
WASHINGTON, Z. m:an: fr.l Reuttr-NTB 
~ T:~=~~~ ~~~: :~=l~r~lJ ~;~(~ti~:!~~~i~~~~ gil:c~.f~~n~;~~~ ~u;ir:;: 
Enn er fMi Oll":a undir aid'ri 
mdiotl SU.cbnblia. Tn:ir menn 
vuru •kolnlr tU b:tna i da,; 
er tJeir ):trjOslr.ulast \'16 al lola 
IOrr ra lumOnnum a'l leila i 
vOsum sinum. !\IIIli 100 01· 1:'.0 
ma nn!! haf:l veri4 handtekni.r l .. nd \'3t m;J lt!hcfj:mdi i bt.·l~iska 
d tlr Orir.lirna.r, me«la l a nnars j1ingi nu i dag er umrrha hOls t 
fram k ,·a:md:t.stjUri Ununa- uu1 E~.·rOpus.mnninginn. Lmgfti 
flokk!oiin~. !\brl"ir flokksmenn hann rika itherz.lu /J at! nau~yn 
bafa. a6" ~kipun \O;::rec tunna r b~ce i til t>CM uf'i t:>j66\"er·jar yrGu 
ylir;rfi4 bor&:lna. ll!lilur ats he rnum. 
!!tilnum, ht"fur l<"itl til J)C.!!S ai'S stran gt t•ftirlit er nl1 h:1ft mctl l>ing -
p<.ilhigt.-5lurn og slrnngari viir·'Ou r cr ,·j!5 altar stj6rnnr·by gginga r, 
Linkum \'ij'i lhd t;.~ hlasi'O o~ \'itl )1in1;h Usi6. Sruntimi~ hdur !Ogreg!u -
l ii' i Pucrtn-Uit-o vcriD cflt cf sh kynni nl5 skothriOin i PinghUs-
inu hcfO i ic tt nlJ vern uppha! uppt>ota - c('S3 by itin!:ur Jnar. ~gar 
l.r h:1rin rannstlkn ;i }l\•i hvt·rjir standi aJ baki ;i r;'c!>arinnar i 
binghlu;inu. 
Sanmin&urinn "·ar atatsrcstur i 
ASAKASlR. f~dlte·U;1ddldinni i fy rra og bUi~t 
Ui\L'lAFLOKKSlNS l' r ,.,3 ll\'i ats hann V\•r4i ierckstra - Jlenry Ca bbot l .od,ce: - Uonum 
li ttl :i.Ul aa ry6ja ii:r Vf'Cl. 
f:.be.nhower forwU bdur e.ndurtrkia' yO rl j'·~inKU )li er bann 
aaf i nO\·rmber 1. 1., • .al Puerto -R ic!o m eun l'~to b,·e_naer .em 
vaerl .Otl um skUn.ai vii Bandarikln. 1-i umsOkn IH'lrra skyldl 
baan bf'ra fram i Band.ar ikj:altlncl. .. - 'fillaC"a urn skilnal var Umnmr!okkurinn he fur opin- lit iJ stal5festur nUn.a I iildunJ.:,a · ~degot ;,;;;,kaO \Ugreglu Kh:~rtUm dd ld inni. - Reu ter-NTB 
a ll ciga ~k il OcirGunum, l>\'i IU~-
Iaiii. rend i ru rrto-Rieo ltlncl mra mlklum yfir,urefandi melri -
~.~;l:~~~ni~~~e:~if~g~il~~~;.,r~ ficrsL. vIda i 2 ar • bluta a lkv24&. Hna nra af mann~numl oavomsaADsTF.FSAs I I IJlnt hUsinu hdur ,·Orlur· 
bua verl6' e Odur. En1inn fzi-
dpac atr !JiD.QOIIunum 
nrma hann bafl sWrOnpml6.& 
undlrrib.llan af elnh verjum 
ttlnrmannl. Nokkrir ltlnc· 
mean b:tfa farl6' fra.m i a1 lelt 
fa ri fnm i hverjum 1est l mecJ 
lt-;l.r Ul l'erd'um ,.m:ilmlelbr· 
~m", ~n·o sji merl h\·er 
far l vopna'4ur In ni }:llnrhtisi4. 
h6bt er Nagib var kominn til • 
borcarinnar til aO vera vitsstadd · LUNOONUM, ~. mnrz..- Dr •zk:t 
ur IJingsctnlncuna. OttalSis L liig - s tjUrnin tilkynnti vUS umra.'dur 
r ca:lan al5 J)·fturlnn ll:!tlatli aft r:ilS- mn hermitl l bruk.a Pin~:i nu I 
liSt al5 forselanum. ~ingselning- dag. a& hcrsk yldutiminn , s..-m nU 
unr.i var frestaft til 10. marz. <'1 2 :i.r myndi ekki \'erlla !!lYtt-
LU~OtiKUM 1. man:: - th\':erp 
i ' i B:c ku I HlaM~ I a ndl l k)·e·ni f1 :1 
l)\'i i d:1g m3 nj•r fon:.:liH:'tl)hl•rr:t 
ht·f~' i \'CI il"i sklpa(lur i So\·lo tl~·ts ­
, .•. 1d;nu A7.crb:eidt;Jn, Hinn n}'ji 
fun :t•l n l ili'Sht•r ra cr fyrr\'~· r:i ndi 
ril-'11\'rr:t. 
YOnnalur liP'r"cluvular 
~ e.r i .a &Jda Ebenbowen ' 
fDI'M!La alr.jrll svo rri i dac, ••t 
IOp-eclunnJ helll r,.rlr oolr.lr.r· 
a ... m.inulum borlxt vltnnkja 
um, a6 l'.i04e-m n.lnnar i Pu-
erto &ito bef'lu 1 hnrJu al 
Ylnna i Elllii!Dhower.- t Rvib. 
b lislna b:afa J~vi aU ver16 r.r.r ll 
Ill' j-r nnilarriht:lfanlr. 
ur. Kom U1 allhararnr deilu rnilli 
l haldsmanna og Verk;un:mna-
Bre'ar Sekl•r f!okksmanna urn lM:' t t.a atril)i, en 5ljomin bar •igur ur b;;um. 
- Rr:uu·r. 
0h·:~pit5 gat }X!ll! ckkl hnl) t~r o.l-
:!.;~~r~~~~i:. manni cr &• ngt J 
KAIRO 2:. marz: - N:tgib, forscll 
aar&i i l1tvnrpsnel5u i k\•Old, aft 
llatl: \' .Cru Bretar scm sii kina mttu 
i. Ocir~un~ Pcim er ur3u i Ko.~rt Um 
i g:rr t:l' 3-1 menn ICtu lifiiS. FOr 
!oractinn J>ungum orOum urn 
Breta i !41mbandi \•ift 6cir6irnar 
i SUdan.- Reuter. 
ScoHand Yard 
a~stoiar 
LUl":DtiNUr.t 2. man:: - J...Oa:-
rcala n i LundUnum hcfur be:Gill 
Scotla nd Y:~rd urn ftiJstotS vi& 
ra.nnsOkn ~csa h\"er hafi batt.& 
g.am:llli konu 01 3 barnabOrnum 
hemwr. Fundu.t ~u 13t in i ibU6 
k.onunnar. 
l fyrstu he.ldu menn ats Pl-
eltrun hrr&i orGiG ~lm all bana 
en komi& hefur I IJO. a& tt-u Jet-
ust a! cilri. Leikur &runur .i. alJ 
glrepurinn hnn veriti undirbtilnn 
vel. - Reuter -NTB. 
Surefnislausir 
Iii Himalaya 
KALCUTI' A 2. man: - Banda· 
riskir fjallgOncurunn munu I 
sumar gcra tilraun tU a8 kllfa 
annan h..csta tiDd I Himala;,.. 
• fjOllum - Mouat llakalu - 6n 
""'" .~ bola -kl me6-fer8ls. 
Mount Mablu • 8100 m. hi r. 
SePr ,.._ IOl'llrilmar ae .,.. .. 
-' f7nta tttraua Nm aM M til 
Ill klUa nokkurt IJall t Himalaya 
7flr'IIJOOmbiUAn~L 
AI.JF.RB PYRm MORD 
FUlkiti, scm ,·or il.k<ert crtir 
j;kot:ir:is ina i g~r. he rur nU ,·criJ 
:ik:ert fyrir mcint morJ. 
PUERTO RICO 
Efri deild hefur afgreiH 
afengisfrwnvarpi(j PuertO RicO, cyland I karabisk:1 h.:~rinu , komst undi r bandariska 
!!tjOrn IB!ltl, og vort5 fullvnlda 
• ------ --- - riki innan B:tndarikjnnna fyrir EFRl DEILD AltJinc:l• Dlgrl.! iddi Afcnaislacafrumv;arpiG lU nt'C'I r l .... h·cimur ftrum. LandsstjOrinn l;>nr 
deildar l prrdac. VI& 3. 01 si l1ustu umrR&I um frum \· ~~trp ilS i T. Martin hc!ur sagt, a& skot -
Efrl d~Ud voru p:r&r noltkra r bn')'linaar i frum,·arpinu - en&- C fill kj• "k i k a_ • • t' lk' · l ' T 
ar •16rar Pi NU hiiteu Gisll J UrLUOn oJ Urus J Ohann('d()n, ~m L orsu n osn• h~~:l•; fr~~~m: ~nu~:';o ~i~6 ;;UJa~ 
h\·or um •it biru fram maraar b•·t•ytina:.rtilliieu r vlll 2. umrll!i1u h c1du r sC hUn ofbcldisverk ~m 
rn tOku w jrmar ~lrra artur til 3. umrallu, haft AmrM6 mct5 545-r lnau ( DanmOrku 
oc b6ru (r•m breytinprtiiiUeur i 3 liGum sam('ia in le~a. Voru l>ler 
a llar aam~yklr.tar. KAUPMANNAHOFN, 2. man:. 
- f dag ruru fr:tm fyrs tu brej-
, 
a r- oa: sveltaratjUrruarkosnlncarn-
D-~--·aD L~·r ve••~ ariDanrnucku si .. na~oljornar­
.... .-u .. --..•1 --·~ ~ • skr;irbrt!ytl ngin var gertl. Sl~ml 
. \'('(Jur '·ar um alit landjtli, snj6-
M ...., .. •dldia Yllja llna al a.n er Yll'tar lkJ"rpela- koma i sumum h~rutsum oa: kjfir-
I:Dp 6 )'ri 1na1 if-.l llr.all kljut. SaaltfllkU ddldin •II Z.. .Okn af lH!im Wkum mjUg Utll. 
....-e1tt .a u..,t lkJldl teljul .. rikYI. Mill I ft •dra ~a htta er I fynta slnn sem sUk-
I~S d YiaDda d....,._ ED taluaarkll bafll nrll ~~" af ar ka.ninaar ta ra tram ia. sama 
.......... d n.uuJI 61ar. - llaraldar Od•......_ ltar fnm lima um alit landi6. Eflir eldri 
keJUaprtlllip ..... ~ Jrll attar lare,.U l plllla rona- ~Otunum ••• sveltantj6rnin sjillf 
11. a.aa& ..,..u &dDIIDeDD 11111 Ntbaa!U .aikrar tUlip 81 a kvetlil8 koaninpdq:lnn. NTB 
cigi raetur sinRr alli rckja til hinna 
Ofgarullu pj~rnissinna i eyj - . 
unni, en )>cir sCu ckki fleiri en 
500 ta.lsins. 
Si6"a.stu fre&'tllr i ~rkvildl 
hermdu, a iJ i heimUI elns 
hlnna. }JrlnJa handteknu. 
PUertO RicO manna heflu fuad 
lzt Kjijl ' fr li. u.mtOkum bm· 
mliniata. l>:tr fundust or llk,Jil. 
JM;r tem i var iztlun am •• 
naa. rumnia Bandarik,Juma i 
)tln&1 S. It, Henry Cabot Loci&'• 
at d6p.m. 
ftl' liD. felhl ael II alllnrllliD reP 1.- Baa. era Jwi bort'Dr --------------------
' d fiJHia• okiLu ftl'll snltul l&n1wt • nril heflll'. 
TILIAiollll olsLA • al ,._...,.. llkall 
OG LA&oa&a .ett,. ef'tlrlllaawla mel i llam l'annlel'gi i gal' 
l'&tt attt kom tram via ~ ftltlqalillllll er Yln•• ltinp-
a.. urnraeu um milia. Gisli J Ona- tern hafa. c tkala le,.rlahar-
800 pret. areln fyrtr Prim unoa- ar pella Jaa:n el'ttrUtsaw:aa. a Bl'etlandse:yjum 
:::~am':' enl.A;:. ~~:- :::-:r:=~=l = Laltdlinam I . man f ri Reuter S lmalinur ~ru vi~n brotnar nilf 
ar 1 )tvi: • !:-::. 11.= =D ..e.:-::: F~:=:n ;:;u:'.!:ift ; ~:~~ ur V~frs~u :~t';'u~:~;})~~:;~~'' borg 
• ~ :-:::u'•J:;= ... : 1-- o1na-. """"' A Meldlot •nlokoman I da1 • nokkr oo-~iO. ''"' uc~u mikl" sk•mmd-
dlld) aflila .,.....,.. drJkkJa. IOma .. ......_. oc --~ urn stbftum U5 ~~en11metrar. lr :i ra{orku\'t'd og cr helmin,~~:u:-
lll! lent a1111r a1 A-fall 1Dil nllhun, pfa lh real...... Hvaa~ur fyladl fannf~r1lnu borgarinn:1::- £\n rafmacns, en Pall 
al ,..._ .... eiLid fan frua mel dDUl f,...tr~Dmhlm am 0111 I»>G akafrenni~l svo vi& hefur hart i fiir mctj sCr Ocl!Uit'l:t 
I Jtelm ftlllln........._ - uu.a,-~- eru 2 metra h'lr akaflar. Mm tar- .Olu i punlinliimpum. 1,·o ..S 
~ Yllltl leJfl • al J1s1D Mild .U.U Nar l 14 hafa e8a ailitJ\·a8 bUa- 01 ji m :. bil·g6ir \'~nlarr.~ cru atS Protum. 
18 ...._... l:aUI allar. IIDL ~ 6 1:a1a. I. brautarumferlJ. •komnar. 
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paper which had appeared with the name 11 Dagbladid11 published 
only one issue, just enough to give them the right to the 
name. 
1 
11 Morgunbladid11 , like 11 Visir", was a private business 
venture with no political backing, though like 11 Visir 11 it 
too supported the Independence Party. This has been by 
far the most successful of the Idelandic dailies, and it 
now has double the circulation of any of the other papers. 
A more detailed description of the paper will be given 
later, for 11 Morgunbladid 11 seems to be setting the pace for 
the other papers to follow. 
During the second decade of this century, the minor 
political parties began to develop in Iceland,2and wi th 
them came the three party papers that are now being 
published daily. 
In 1916, even though many people were moving from the 
farms into the city, the agricultural population was still 
by far the largest single occupational group. The members 
of the Althing who represented the agrarian districts 
banded together in that year and formally established the 
1Ivar Gudmundsson 
2statistical Bureau of Iceland, Iceland 1946, p. 251 
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Progressive Party. The following year the party began the 
publication of a weekly called 11 Timinn", which about 19281 
was changed to a daily. 
The platform of the Progressive Barty quite naturally 
favored the farmers and promoted the organization of farm 
co-operatives. The paper, being an organ of the party, 
followed the party line. The editor had to follow the 
party viewpoint right down the line or he would no longer 
be the editor. The paper was, and still is, sold mainly 
2 in the rural districts outside of Reykjavik. 
By 1916 about 10% of the-, people of Iceland were 
working at industrial jobs ,3, so the labor or Social Democratic 
Party was organized to represent them. The year the party 
was formed it published a weekly newspaper called 11 Dagsbrun", 1 
but in 1919 this was replaced by the daily 11 Althydubladio_11 • 4 
(Photo on page 52). 
Like "Timinn11 , this was purely a party paper published 
to p ut forth the party viewpoint, although straight nel!Ts 
was also carried in an attempt to gain readers. 
1Ivar Gudmundsson 
2 Loc. cit. 
3Bjornsson, Iceland, p. 24 
4 Bjarni Gudmundsson 
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The last of the daily papers to start publishing in 
Reykjavik was 11 Thjodviljinn11 , representing the Communist 
53. 
1 Party in Iceland. In 1930 the Communist Party was formed 
from the left wing of the Social Democratic Party, and in 
1936 publication of 11 Thjodviljinn 11 was started. Although 
the party changed its · name in 1938 to the "United People's 
Socialist Party112 it is still the Communist Party and the 
party paper still echoes the Moscow viewpoint. 
The introduction of the Linotype in 1914 did a lot 
to help the production problems of the newspapers, but even 
so, from 1910 to 1928 all of the dailies were either a 
single sheet printed on both si~es, or else they were 
four pages.3 They were still printed on book presses, and 
each copy had to be folded by hand. In 1928, when the 
circulation of 11 Morgunbladid 11 reached 4500 copies a. day, 
the staff made a folding machine which worked well enough 
4 to speed up the printing operations of the paper. 
In 1940, the circulation of 11 Morgunbladicl1 had jumped 
to 10,000 daily, and the demand for more news caused by 
1 Bjarni Gudmundsson 
2statistical Bureau of Iceland, Icela.nd 1946, p. 2.51 
3Ivar Gudmundsson 
4 Loc. cit. 
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the war forced the staff to work practically around the 
clock to get out the paper. Usually the paper went to 
Dress about mid.night, and it was not until about noon tha.t 
day that the last copies were printed.1 By that time it 
was necessary to start getting read~ for the next day's 
edition. 
In 1943 11Mor..gunbladid 11 bought a Goss fla.t-bed perfecting 
press which helped the paper speed up operations consider-
ably, and it also allo"t-Ted increas.ing the size of the paper 
from eight to 12, 16 and even 18 pages at times. 2 
With the present circulation of 20,000 however, even 
this press is not large enough, for it can only turn out 
about 2500 copies an hour. This means that there is an 
eight or nine hour press run each day, and in case of 
breakdowns the paper can be delayed many hours after edition 
time. 
However, this problem will be solved in the near 
future, for 11 Morgunbladid 11 recently bought a nevr rotary 
press in the United States(and upon the completion of 
1
rvar Gudmundsson 
2 Loc. cit. 
3Log_. cit. 
)I 
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a 14-story building now being constructed in ~eykjavik 
the press will be put into operation. 
56. 
In connection with this new building, some of the 
opposition papers jokingly refer to the fact that during the 
planning stage, the owners of "Morgunbladid" overlooked 
an Icelandic law which says that permission must be gre.nted 
separately for each story that is to be constructed. 
11 Morgunbladid", says the opposition, forgot to apply for 
permission to build a third floor, so it is going to be 
interesting to see what kind of a 14•story building can be 
erected without a third story. 
As mentioned earlier, when 11 Visir 11 started publ.ication 
in 1910 there was not too much demand for foreign news. 
With the beginning ot··world War I though, the people of 
Iceland wanted to know what was going on in Europe, for 
even if. they were not involved , they wanted to know the 
latest developments and hear about the battles. To keep 
the people info~med, the papers did get some news for their 
readers but it was not very complete. Even a.fter the war 
was over; the interest in world affairs continued, so the 
papers had to develop some system for getting foreign news. 
Since none of the papers had very much money at this 
time, they had to find a method that was fairly inexpensive 
and yet fairly reliable. 
57. 
One of the first methods used was to have students 
(Icelandic) who were in other countries act as part-time 
corresnondents and send back occasional dispatches. 1 The 
success of this program varied, depending upon the skill 
and the interests of the individual students. On the 
t-rhole the method was not too satisfactory because the 
student usually did not kno1-1 enough about the newspaper 
business to write about things that would be of interest 
to large numbers of readers. 
Along this same line, the papers hired Icelandic 
people of literary ability who were living abroad to act 
ae part-time correspondents, and this method has been more 
successful. 2 On page 5$ is an example of the type of work 
done by the special correspondent, and in the case sho'V'm 
here, the correspondent happened to be Dutch, not Icelandic. 
The example shown is a 11 Letter from Holland", and it contains 
various articles of interest about various phasea of life 
in tha t country. The next week the paper might have a 
11 Letter from London" . or from New lork or from any other 
city in the world. 
1Hersteinn Palsson 
2rvar Gudmundsson 
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11 Morgunbladid11 started another method of gathering 
foreign news in 1934. '/lith a short wave set, the editors 
.inoni tared the BBC and other fore i gn radio stations, taking 
from them the latest news •1 I The other papers follpwed 
suit, and even today this is one of the major methods of 
getting foreign news, especially among the papers that do 
not subscribe to any of the wire ser.vices. 2 
Also in 1934, 11 Morgunbladid 11 had a full-time correspond-
ent in Copenhagen who picked up world news there and then 
sent it by cable to Reykjavik. However, because of the 
cost of the cables the messages were very short, and they 
I 
were usual l y limited to news with an Icelandic s+ant. 3 
The first wire service to Iceland came in 1940 when 
"Morgunblad1d11 subscribed to Reuters service, and 11 Visir" 
4 
started getting AP stories with an Icelandic ang~e. 
From that time on, these two papers have maintained wire 
service, but the other three papers still rely on the 
radio broadcasts for their main supply of foreign news. 
1rvar Gudmundsson 
2Bj grni Gudmundsson 
3Ivar Gudmundsson 
4rvar Gudmundsson 
-;..--
I 
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The following table shows the sources of foreign 
news utilized by the five papers at the present. 1 
Morgun- Vi sir Althydu- Thjod- Tim inn 
bladid bladid vilJinn 
Reuters X 
NTB2 X 
BBC and other 
for e i gn news X X X X X 
broadcasts 
AP X 
From this table it is easy to see that the two 
independent papers, 11 Visir 11 and 11 Morgunbladid 11 are the ones 
most c oncerned with the presentation of foreign news. 
The party papers do print some international news, but they 
do not give nearly as much as the other two. However, in 
their editorial columns the party papers do devote a great 
d~al of space to the discussion of foreign affairs which 
concern Iceland. 
Opportunities in journalism in Iceland are extremely 
limited because of the small size of the staffs of the 
five daily papers. In all, there are only about 80 people 
1B j ~rni Gudmundsson 
employed, and of this number about 30 are engaged in 
editorial work. The complete personnel breakdown of the 
various papers is given below. 1 
61. 
Morgun- Vi sir Althydti.- Thjod- Tim inn 
bladid bladid viljinn 
Editorial 8 5 5 6 5 
Advertising 2 2 2-3 2 2 
not not 
Back shop 8 own own 6-8 5-6 
shop shop 
Phot ographers 1 0 0 0 0 
Business and 6 3 3 4 3 
misce l laneous 
TOTAL 25 10 10-11 18-20 15-16 
There ie no special training required for the would-
be journalist in Ic~land although a college education is 
helpful in landing a job. Many of the applicants have 
received de~rees either from the University of Iceland at 
Reykjavik, or from a foreign university, and some have 
2 
received journalism degrees from American colleges. 
Since the staff of each paper is small, it means that 
1 Bjarni Gudmundsson 
2Hersteinn Palsson 
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each member must be able to do a variety of jobs ' and be 
able to write on any subject. However, it is the practice 
of most of the papers to employ part-time experts in spec-
1 ialized fields to do some of the writing. For example, 
a person with special abilities in the field of music might 
be hired to write about a concert being given, or an art 
authority might be hired to do a piece about an art exhibit-
ion. The same might apply to theatrical reviews, book 
reviews, sports and so:'.on. 
The thing that makes an Icelandic reporter's life 
most difficult, according to Ivar Gudmun4sson, is what he 
called "language snobbery11 • The Icelandic people take 
such pride in their culture and the purity of their lang-
uage that they will not accept any slang or impure forms 
of speech. The language of today has changed very little 
from the ancient language that was spoken all over Sce.nd-
inavia during the 9th century, and the people want to 
2 try to retain it just as it is. Since this is a very 
difficult language, the would-be reporter must be an expert 
on grammar and , conetruction before he is even considered 
for a job. 
1Hersteinn Palsson 
2Haneson, Facts Abo~t~, p. 62 
In the event that a man is accepted by one of the 
papers as a reporter he is given a three-months tryout at 
reduced pay, and then three more months at full pay. If 
he is considered ac ceptable at the end of this time he is 
hired permanently and he is eligible to join the guild.l 
The guild has been in existence about 50 years and 
is largely responsible for the present wage rates and 
benefits enjoyed by the ne"t-rspapermen. Although there l'tere 
no figures available to show exactly how much the beginning 
reporter makes, Mr. Palsson said that since reporting is 
considered skilled work, the wages are quite adequate. Far 
example, in Iceland the beginning reporter would earn more 
than a common laborer, a condition that is not generally 
true in the United States. 
After being with the paper for one year, the reporter 
has a vacation of 12 working days. After five years this is 
increased to 18 days, and then after seven years it becomes 
2 21 ~ays. In addition to this, every five years the 
newspaper man is given a three-months vacation '\'lith pay 
if he will agree to spend the three months in a foreign 
~ersteinn Palsson 
2Hersteinn Palsson 
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country, traveling and writing. 1 During the three months 
there are a certain number of articles that must be sent 
back to Iceland, but they are not so numerous that they 
would demand all of the reporter's time •• The whole 
purpose of this scheme, of course, is to develop a better 
understanding of the world in the men who write the news. 
While the Icelandic newspaper does face the threat 
of action for libel, such cases are infrequent ;2 1he main 
reason for this is probably that in Iceland a manta private 
life is considered his own business, and the papers d.o 
not print the type of item that usually causes libel action 
i n this country. There are no gossip columns, for example, 
to follow the after-hours exploits of the leading citizens. 
11 We l eave gossip to the women over their afternoon 
coffee," said Ivar Gudmundsson. "We don•t bother printing 
personal things in the paper, and anyway there wouldn 1 t 
be much point to it, for in a country this small everyone 
would know the latest gossip before we could go to press." 
The libel cases that do arise are usually the result 
of political controversies,3 for the Icelander is deadly 
lHersteinn Palsson 
2Ivar Gudrnundsson 
3Ivar Gudmundsson 
serious about politics and usually pulls no punches. Thus 
if a paper suggests that a man in political life has been 
dishonest there are grounds for legal action, for allegation 
of a crime is in itself a criminal offense under Icelandic 
1 law. 
Until about · 10 years ago truth could be considered a 
defense in such cases, but this no longer holds true. Now, 
all criticism must be based not only on fact, but it must 
also be free of insulting language. The politician ment-
ioned above,therefore, could sue for defamation, and even 
though the allegati_ons were proved true, he could collect 
if the newspaper had used insulting language in describing 
his dishonesty.2 Truth, however, is considered a mitigating 
circumstance in libel suits. 
The fines levied in these cases are small, usually 
ranging from 500 to 3000 Kronur ($30 to $200).3 Many times 
they are not even paid, for the plaintiff is usually more 
interested in receiving legal satisfaction than he is in 
collecting a sum of money. In cases where damages are 
1 Bjarni Gudmundsson 
2Bjarni Gudmundsson 
3Bjarni Gudmundsson 
I 
I 
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collected the money is quite often given to charity. 
Under Icelandic law,the designation of one member of 
the staff of the paper as the responsible party in case of 
libel is necessary •1 Usue.lly this is the editor, but in a 
case where there might be two editors, one of them would 
be named the responsible editor. In any lege.l action this 
is the man who is sued. The 't<lr.i ter and the owner of the 
paper are not liable, nor is anyone else who may have been 
2 
connected with the story in any way. Even if the responsible 
editor had never seen the story before it was printed, he 
is still liable and he must pay the fines, if any. Of 
course the money usually comes out of the funds of the 
nevrs-paper. 
All of the papers use photographs, but only 11 Morgun-
bladid11 employs a staff photographer) The others hire 
private photographers for special jobs, or they use the 
work of free-lance photographers. Not enough space is 
devoted to the use of photographs to make it financially 
worthwhile to own an engraving plant, so all of the papers 
1Ivar Gudmundsson 
2Ivar Gudmundsson 
3Bjarni Gud.mundsson 
have their engraving done in an outside plant. By checking 
several issues of each paper it was possible to get an 
idea of the amount of space devoted to pictures each day, 
and the results are shown below. 
AVERAGE DAILY SPACE DEVOTED TO PICTURES 
Pages Column inches per cent 
per of pictures pictures 
issue ~average) -(average) 
Vi sir 8 44.5 6.9% 
Morgunbladid 16 60 4.?% 
Thjodviljinn 12 45 4.6% 
Tim inn 8 22 3.4% 
Althydubladid 8 17.5 2.?% 
68. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
FEATURES AND ADVERTISING 
The easiest way to discuss the features and depart-
ments generally found in the Icelandic papers is to take 
one issue of one of the papers and go through it page by 
page, pointing out the various items. 
For this purpose we can take the issue of 11 Morgun-
bladid11 for March 3, 1954, and see what it contained. 
Since the issues are fairly standard, one day would contain 
just about the same features as would be found on any 
other day. 
The necessary translations were completed w1th the 
aid of Ivar Gudmundsson at the United Nations in New York 
on March 19, 1954. 
Whi le this issue of 11 Morgunbladid11 has 16 pages as 
compared. to eight or 12 pages in the other papers, t .he 
di fference in size is ca.used not so much by extra features 
as it is by additional space devoted to the regular features • 
Here is what the paper contained, with notes to 
show how the other dailies differed. 
PAGE 1 
PAGE 2 
This is used almost entirely for foreign news 
most of the time. In this particular issue, 10 
of the 11 stories on the page have foreign date-
lines. Usually there will be one or two of the 
important local stories on page one each day also. 
In the case of 11 Vis1r 11 , page one is uaually split 
between foreign nel'ls and important local news. 
The three party papers use comparatively little 
foreign news, so, depending upon the individual 
party viewpoint, they use whichever local storie,s 
they feel are most important. It should be pointed 
out here that 11 Visir 11 and 11 Morgunbladid11 make an 
attempt to be objective 1n their news columns, 
while the party papers are admittedly biased in 
their viewpoints. 1 
These stories are local stories of secondary 
importance, although occasionally a minor foreign 
lBjarni Gudmundsson 
PAGE j 
PAGE 4 
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story might appear on this page. In 11 Morgunbladid" 
this page is always free of ads, but in some of 
the others ads do appear on page two. 
This is always a full page of small ads. It is 
not a classified section, but rather a great variety ' 
of ads thrown together on the same page. None of 
the other papers carry a page like this. 
"Dagbok11 , or the 11 Diary 11 is always found on page 
four of 11 Morgunbladid 11 • (see illustration on page 
71). This is a daily announcement of all the 
important events that \'rill take place in the city 
during the day. It tells of the tide and the 
weather, it lists the doctor who is to be called 
in case of emergency that day, and it tells 
which of the drugstores will be open or on call 
for~the 24 hour period, also in case of emergency. 1 
It gives the agenda of the Althing, a list of any 
l"'eligious services being held, and wedding and 
social announcements. In addition, there are 
usually a few jokes and a cartoon. It is very 
complete and serves as a 11 program 11 of the things 
lEach day4 one doctor and one drugstore in Reykjavik . are on 2 hour call. 
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going on in town. All of the papers carry this 
in one form or another, though not all are as 
complete as 11 Morgunbladidu. 
This is a full page of ads. More will be said 
about them later in the advertising section. 
There are two features on this page, one about 
72. 
the poor housing conditions prevalent in Iceland, 
and one about the fishing industry. All of the 
papers devote a great deal of space to features, 
and quite often the features are well colored 
by party viewpoint. 
11 Hollandsbref 11 is on page seven, and as explained 
earlier, this is one of the methods used to 
get foreign news and features. In this case the 
whole page was written by the correspondent in 
Holla.nd. (See picture on page 58). 
This is the editorial page. There are two edit-
orials each day, and there are also two regular 
columns on this page. One of the columns deals 
with any phase of Icelandic life which happ ens to 
appeal to the author when he sits down to write, 
---=- --_-=---.:=_.--=--=..___.= ~ ----- -=..=:=:-~ :=,._- = -
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and the other is always of a critical nature. It 
may discuss the government, one of the other 
papers, or it may just be about something as 
unimportant as a movie. 
This is always the main feature for the day, in 
case a story of a new Icelandic ship. Sometimes, 
if there is space laft, there is a second, smaller 
feature. 
PAGE 10 Sports and dramatic criticism are included on 
this page, and there is also one of the most 
popular features of the Icelandic papers. This 
is a form of "letter from the reader" in ·which 
some person writes to the paper, telling about a 
friend or a relative, the occasion being a birth-
day, an anniversary, or even a death. The letter 
tells the virtues of the person who is the subject 
of the letter, and gives the author's reasons for 
singling this person out for praise. This 
type of letter is not especially appreciated by 
the editors, but the custom is now so well est-
ablished that none of the papers dare drop it. 
These letters create quite a problem, for often 
they are extremely long, and yet to cut them 
74. 
too much injures the feelings of the author and 
the family of the subject. The situation is 
quite delicate, for though all the editors would 
like to discontinue this department, none will 
take the risk of being the first to do so.l 
PAGE 11 This is made up of ads and small items of local 
news. 
PAGE 12 There are more ads and news here, and also the 
comic strip. 11 Morgunbladid11 r uns 11 Mark Trail 11 
daily> and has found it very popular since it 
deals ~ite a bit with life in the north, and 
with wild animals. In Icelandic, 11 Mark Trail 11 
becomes 11 Markus 11 , ano. benee.th the strip in 
their ovm langua.ge, the Icels.nders can read of 
his adventures. The English is also retained in 
the original strip, for a great many of the 
readers have a reading knowledge of Engll.sh. 
There are two other comic strips in Iceland. 
(See page 75). 11 Visir 11 carries "Tarzan", and 
11 Thjodviljinn 11 has a strip called 11 Ugluspegill". 
The latter is a Danish comic strip, but the story 
1rvar Gudmundsson 
\."""' 
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is a. Germe.n historical novel. Although lack of 
newsprint prevents the papers from carrying more 
comics, the ones featured now have wide reader-
ship. Mr. Palsson, the editor of uvisir" spoke 
of trying to drop "Tarzan" at one time, but the 
adverse response was so great that he had to 
keep the strip. 
PAGE 13 There is a full page of movie and amusement ads 
on this page, a.nd all of the papers have these 
ads each day. There are eight theaters in Reykjavik 
showing motion pictures, mostly American, and in 
addition there are usually one or two pleys. The 
·t 
other enertainment centers are a few night clubs, 
-'\ 
a. park, and the national theater. 
PAGE 14 Each paper must carry a continued novel. This is 
a "must" item, for Icelanders spend a great deal 
of their time reading. The story ap9 earing on 
page 14 of "Mot•gunbladid" is the 11 Saga Forsytanna 11 , 
or in English--"The Forsythe Saga11 • 
PAGE 15 This is a full page of ads 
77. 
PAGE 16 This is second to page one in importance as a 
nevrs page. Whereas page one is devoted to all 
the important foreign news, this page is for the 
most important local nelt.·s. There are never any 
ads on this page. 
That, briefly, tells of most of the things carried in 
the Icelandic newspapers. There are in addition though, a 
few other items that are carried part of the time, things 
such as news for women about the home and fashions, stories 
for children, articles on bridge and chess, and crossworct 
puzzles. 
The competition is so keen with five papers in a city 
of only 56,000 that the papers are actually quite similar 
in content. If one paper has a good feature it is ottten 
. picked up by the others bef-ore: ·yer.~ r~long. Along this line, 
Ivar Gudmundsson told the stO?Y of the young man who had 
just become editor of 11 Morgunbladid1~ As he was walking 
down the street one day he met an elderly man who was the 
editor of one of the other papers in to1rm. The elderly 
editor gs~ve him lth1s bit of advice: 11 If you 1 re ever tempt-
ed to take something from my paper to use in your own paper 
for the next day, just be sure it isn 1 t something I already 
took from you the d.ay before. 11 
--=- ~=-- --=--
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Most of the advertiements in the Icelandic papers are 
very simple, telling l-lhat has to be said--what is for sale 
and where--in a straightforward manner without any of the 
slogans or pictures of pretty girls usually found in our 
ads. 
About the only exceptions to this are advertisments 
for products which are sold on an international market, 
and then the manufe.cturer usually sends mats along for use 
in Iceland. Such corporations as Shell, Esso, Gillette, 
Colgate, and Crosley are among these, and their ads are 
the only ones which use mats regularly. All the rest 
generally use simple, hand~ set boxes, such as are seen in 
weeklies and small dailies in this country. 
11 Visir 11 is the only paper that runs a classified 
s ection, (See page 79), and none of the other papers seem 
to be able to build one , though they have tried. On the 
next page in the example shown, only the two right columns 
contain classifieds, but usually "Visir" has almost a full 
page of them. For some reason the people of Reykjavik ass-
ociate this type of ad with 11 Visir 11 , and so when they want 
to insert a classified, that is the paper they choose. 
The cost of ads varies somewhat from paper to paper, 
but according to Mr. Palsson, a full page in "Visir11 would 
cost about 800 Kronur, or $50 at the present rate of exchange. 
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The cost of the small ads on page three of 11 Morgunbla.did" 
is about 30 Kronur each. 1 Since there are sixty ads on the 
page, the whole page is worth 1800 Kronur. This full page 
of small ads (See page 81) was originally an attempt to 
get some of the classified advertising away from "Visir 11 , 
but the attempt never succeeded. Howeve~,the full page 
of small ads itself became successful. Until 1943 these 
ads were carried on page one, but then the advertising and 
editorial departments had a battle to see whether the ads 
would continue on the first page, or whether the first page 
would be devoted to news. It was finally decided to make 
the first page a news page, so the advertising department, 
as consolation, got page three. 
There is no definite ne.ws to ad ratio that the editors 
try to follow, but since newsprint is expensive, and the 
main selling point of a newspaper is the amount of hard 
news it carries, the column inches devoted to ads is held 
down. A newspaper that carried the high ad to news ratio 
of most of our dailies would not be successful, for the 
people 't•rould feel tha:t they were not getting enough to 
read. None of the papers go as high as 50% ads, and i n 
fact, ~a random chack made of several issues of each paper 
sho't<red that 11 Visir 11 , with an average of about 40% ads was 
the highest. Other : ·results are shown on page 82. 
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AVERAGE AMOUNT OF ADVERTISING CARRIED BY ICELANDIC DAILIES 
TOTAL1 
AVERAGE 
COLUMN AVERAGE 
COLUMN INCHES PER CENT 
INCHES OF ADS ADS 
Vi sir 640 259 40.4% 
Morgunbladid 1280 457.5 35.7% 
Tim inn 640 143 22.3% 
Althydubladid 640 132.5 20.7% 
Thjodviljinn 960 120.5 12.5% 
Now the question arises ;:.as to whether or not the 
papers can exist with such a low per centage of ads. The 
two independent papers, 11 Visir" and 11 Morgunbladid 11 , not 
2 
only exist, but they make a profit. 11 Morgunbladid11 , it 
will be remembered, has made e~ough money to buy a new 
rotary press and construct a new plant. 
It is impossible to say just how much is necessary to 
meet operating costs, for none or the papers will reveal 
the exact financial organization of their business. However, 
the three party papers often fail to meet costs through 
advertising and circulation revenue, and when this happens, 
the deficit is met by the party treasury.3 
1Per issue 
2Bjarni Gudmundsson 
3B jarni Gudmund.sson 
~ =----=---
8.3. 
"Morgunblad1d11 quite often finds itself in the rather 
unusua~ position of having to turn down advertising. 1 This 
is necessary in order to keep the advertising ratio down to 
what the editors consider a reasonable level. Looking back 
to the chart on page 82 it will be noticed that 11 Morgunbladidu 
only carries 35% ads, but this is for a 16 page paper. If 
1 
the paper had been maintained at 8 pages as most of the 
others have, the advertising ratio would then be over 70%. 
This would make the paper entirely unsuitable to the Ice-
landic readers. 
I Another source of income not mentioned previously is one 
familiar to all American readers--the paid obituary. The 
example shown on the next page is slightly la.r ger than 
actual size, which is two columns wide by one or two inch~s, 
depending upon how much has to be said. These are carr·ied 
, by all the papers, but they seldom number more than four or 
five a day • 
. I The greatest thing about Iceland from the newspaper 
advert ising manager 1 s point of · view, -· is the fact that there 
is no competition from any other medium. The state-owned 
•1 radio station does not carry any commercials, and there :ts 
no such thing as television. There is nothing for the 
advertising manager to worry about--except four other papers. 
lrvar Gudmundeson 
I 
I· 
M6<5ir okkar, 
MARiA GUDMUNDSOOTTIR, 
I>6rsgotu 2, lE~zt i grerkvOldi. 
Sigrielur Guelmundsdottir , 
Aron Guelmundsson, 
Guelmundur 6. Guelmundsson. 
J ar<5arfor systur minnar 
~ORGERDAR SIGURDARDOTTUR 
fer fram fra Frikirkjunni manud. 20. p.m. kl. 1.30 e.h. 
Ars~ll Sigurelsson. 
Utfor fMur okkar 
-STEFANS PETURS SIGURJONSSONAR 
er anda<5ist pri<5judaginn 14. p.m., fer fram fra Fossvogs-
kirkju manudaginn 20. p.m. kl. 3 e.h. . 
BI6m og kransar eru afbel5in, en peir, sem vildu minn-· 
ast hins latna, er beint a Krabbameinsfelag Reykjavikur. 
Ingolfur Petursson, Magnus Sigurjonsson, 
Kari Sigurjonsson. 
Ma5urinn minn 
SIGURVIN JENSSON 
ver5ur jar8sunginn fd. Hafnarfjar<5arkirkju f dag Iaugard. 
18. jUli kl. 2 sf8d. Jar8arforin hefst me8 bren a8 heimili 
_foreldra hans, Nonnustfg 2. 
l>eir, sem vildu minnast hins latna me() b16mum e8a 
kronzum, eru ~nsaml. be8nir aa lata Krabbameinsfelagi8 
nj6ta pess. 
Fyrir mfna hond, barna okkar, foreldra hans og- ann-
arra vandamanna. 
Una Sigur3ard0ttir. 
84. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
EDITORIAL VIEWPOINTS 
Journalists were summoned down to the White House1 
at Laekjartorg yesterday morning at 6:30. The sun 
shone brightly and the city was still blissfully 
wrapped in deep slumber. Only an individual here and 
there was to be seen "'ending his way to work in the 
peace of the ne't-1born day. 
In Bankastre~eti, Thjodviljinn' s reporter met an 
elderly man of old southern farmer stock who greeted. 
him gladly and smiled at the sun. As the journalist 
turned towards the White House he was asked by t hi s 
southerner: lNhat are you going to do do~m there so 
early in the day? -- We are to be given an announce-
ment concerning the arrival of the army. -- Well, so 
it has arrived, said the man, and the timber of his 
voice was altered, his mien had become stern and a 
shado"' seemed to have fallen upon him •........ 
• . . . When the journEtlists had left the White 
Ho use the sun had t aken refuge behind a cloud, 
and the city was no longer bright. 
With this comment ,2 the Communist ne"t'rspaper 11 Thjodvilj inn 11 
broke the news to its readers of the landing of United States 
troops in Iceland on the 7th of May, 1951. By taking this and 
l F . Of The oreign flee 
2All translations taken from the Icelandic newspapers 
were prepared by the American Legation in Reykjavik. 
86. 
other quotations from the various newspapers we can get an 
impression of the personality of each paper, and determine 
some of the things they stand for and try to pass along to 
their readers. 
As to be expected, 11 Thjodviljinn 11 would hardly be over-
joyed at the arrival of the Americ ans in Iceland, for the 
Communists in Icela.nd fought all measures which tended to 
bring their country into an alliance with the Western po""rers. 
The purpose of the agreement which brought the America.n 
army into Iceland, said 11 Thjodviljinn 11 , 11 is a long-term 
seizure of the country for use as a military base for agg-
1 II ression against the European continent 11 • 
In an attempt to make it appear th~t the United States 
2 had invaded Iceland, the paper continued: 
In the name of the Icelandic nation we 
charge the United States of North America with 
having sent an armed force into a peaceful 
country, of having abused a small, defenseless 
nation in order to a.cquire its country as a 
military base. 
Of course the fact that the troops 
r 
1\ Government of Iceland was not mentioned 
I 
were invited by the 
too often. When it 
was mentioned, the agreement between the two countries was 
1Thjodviljinn, May 8, 1951, p. 1 
2Ibid. 
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1 always referred to as the "treason agreement", and the Ice-
landic authorities were members of the 11 puppet government". 
In speaking of the Althing members who had favored the 
agreement, 11 Thjodv1ljinn 11 said: 1 
No individuals in the history of Iceland 
have selected a more wretched part than those 
Cabinet Ministers and Members of the Althing 
who put their names on the treason agreement of 
May 5, 1951. They have assumed all responsibility 
of the danger facing the Icelandic nation if a 
war breaks out. Then and always it will be 
remembered what individuals converted Iceland 
into a front line base of the American aggression-
po~rer. 
Since the Communist members of the Althing had not 
· even been consulted about the agreement they considered it 
illegal and in violation of the spirit of the constitution. 
In suite of the une~nimous acceptance of the agreement by 
· the 43 members of the democratic parties, 211 Thjodviljinn 11 
would never admit that the action was legal and binding upon 
' 
, the people of the nation. 
I 
In direct opposition to the stand taken by 11 Thjodviljinn 11 , 
, all of the other dailies supported the move which brought 
the Americans to Iceland. They pointed out the succession 
I 
of events that made Iceland d.ecide to abandon her position 
1Thjodv1ljinn, May 8, 1951, p. 1 
~orgunbladid, May 8, 1951, p. 1 
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of neutrality and join NATO, and the arrival of the Amer-
ican defense force was attributed directly to the obligations 
of membership in this orge.nizati on. Regarding the defense 
1 
agreement 11 Morgunbladid11 ss.id: 
The arrival of the defense forces is con-
11 sidered natural and a matter of course. Many 
people are even of the opinion that the adopt-
ion of this measure h&s been delayed longer 
than was safe. The Communists alone oppose 
the defense policy adopted by the government. 
And giving the reason for the Communist opposition to 
the defense agreement, Althydubladid said: 2 
Everyone knows what the Communists have in mind. 
They wish Iceland to remain defenseless, so that 
Russia can convert it into a military base to use 
against the Atlantic Alliance nations. 
11 Timinn 11 agreed that the defense force was necessary, 
even though 11 the Icelanders dislike the presence of a 
foreign army in their country 11 • 3 
The need for American troops in the count ry was pointed 
4 
out by 11 Visir 11 in an editorial which said in part: 
Insecurity has never been greater than 
now. Those who are best informed about inter-
national affairs are of the opinion that the 
danger of war is great and. impending and that 
all nations must prepare for the worst. 
~orgunbladid, May 10, 1951 
2 Althydubladid, May 8, 1951, p. 4 
3Timinn, May 8, 1951 
4 Me.y -c_, 1951, 4 Vi sir, p. 
-
I 
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The Communist press seized upon any opportunity th~t 
presented itself in an attempt to discredit the American 
1 forces in Iceland. Thus, when a fight occurred between e:. 
soldier and an Icelandic civilian in a bar in Reykjavik, the 
Communists plHyed up the fact that the soldier had allegedly 
used a knife during the fight. Said 11 Thodviljinn":1 
••. The military occupation force immed-
iately took a fancy to the Adlon-dive in Adal-
straeti, into which the soldiers tried to lure 
young Icelandic girls, and where they ~~zzled 
liquor which they brought with them. But these 
passtimes proved to be inadequate. The 11 man with 
the knife" has been impatient to use his weapons, 
for it is not inconceivable that he belongs to 
that much-respected ·class in the United States 
which makes a hobby of knifing people. 
The same story was reported by the other papers and 
they pointed out that the Icelander was as much to bla~e 
for the fight as the soldier had been, 
In the spring of 1952 the Communists picked up the 
Germ Warfare charges against the United States in another 
attempt to stir up the Icelandic people. 11 Proof 11 was 
1
offered as to the guilt of America in the form of three 
pictures which showed 11 an American germ bomb intact", the 
lsame bomb broken apart, and some poisonous fli es that had 
1Thjodviljinn, July 4, 1951, p. 8 
1 
supposedl y be en dropned behind the North Korean lines. A 
few days later the paper sa id:2 
Even though the news of germ \IITHrfare in 
Korea arouses horror and disgust, it need sur-
prise no one. The United States is the only 
major power in the world that h a s refuses to 
s i gn the international agreement on a ban 
a gainst the use of bact eria l w·eapons •... . No 
one need expect the U.S. leaders to have any 
sympathy for the people of Korea. Their war 
i n Korea h a s first and foremost been a war of 
a nnihilation directed agains t the unarmed. 
c ommon people. 
Three days after the above article was printed, 
1 
11 Althydubladid11 took the Commuriists to t a sk and asked 
· them: 3 
90. 
If these charges are based on fact, as the Comm-
unists claim, why did they refuse to agree to an invest-
igation of them by the International Red Cross? Their 
refusal is indirect confirmation of their guilt. 
They dare not permit an impartial, scientific in-
vestigation of the propaganda falsehood. 
Icela ndic newspapers take an active interest in the 
' affairs of other nations which may eventually be of concern 
to them. For example, during the spring and summer of 1952 
the Icelanders were very much interested in the presidential 
nominees of both parties in the United States. Since the 
1Thjodvilj~nn, April 6, 1952, p. 1 
2 Ibid., p. 3, April 18, 1952 
3Althydubl~did, April 19, 1952, p. 8 
• 
• 
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affairs of Iceland and the United States were closely linked 
at this time, it was possible that the results of the United 
, States presidential elections would have some bee.ring on 
the future of Iceland. 
,, 
\'lith the announcement that President Trwnan wo uld not 
seek the nomination again, there was a great deal of spec-
ulation over the possible outcome of the primaries. 
Regarding Truman's career though, the press gave him 
many compliments. Said 11 Morgunbladid 11 :1 
Truman has follm1ed a liberal and broad-
minded policy in foreign affairs. He has dropped 
entirely the isolationist policy which for a long 
time enjoyed great support in the United States-
and still has many advocates. 
The adoption of the Truman policy by the 
Americans was very fortunate for the Europ ean 
nations. If this most powerful democratic country 
in the world had turned its back on and ignered 
the difficulties of the war-weary Europeans, the 
result would have been wide-spread chaos ana 
collapse. But because the United States did not 
take that stand, it ha.s proved. possible to launch 
tremendious rehabilitation in many countries of 
the ola··-world. 
It will undoubtedly later be said of President 
Truman, as a statesman and national leader, that 
he was a broad-minded and highly gi f ted individual 
who brought about much good. 
11 Althydubladid 11 also praised Truman for his "untiring 
I 2 
, effort to preserve peace" 
l Morgunbladid,April 2, 1952 
2Althydub1Etdid, April 4, 1952 P• 5 
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The main point of interest from the Icelandic point of 
~ view concerned the Republican nominee, since regardless of 
I 
1Who represented the Democratic party, if victorious, the 
foreign policy would remain the same as it had for the past 
administrations. Icelanders feared that the nomination and 
1 election of Taftr would result in a return to isolation on 
the part of the United States. In discussing the situation, 
11 Al thydubladid 11 said :1 
It is a well known fact that Taft has been 
one of the chief opponents of Truman's liberal 
foreign policy; the economic aid of Western 
Eurppe and defense cooperation with Western 
Euroue on the basis of the A tlantic Alli ance. 
it is therefore not surprising that the support-
ers of this close cooperation between the United 
States and Western Europe, on both sides of the 
Atlantic Ocean, fear the possibility of Taft's 
election. Everyone knows that Eisenhower has 
been a. staunch supporter of Truman's foreign 
policy, so that the defeat of the Democratic 
candidate would lead to no alteration of Policy 
pravided the victorious Republican candidate 
l!ras EisenhovTer. 
The viewpoint expressed above was generally supported 
by a.ll the Icelandic papers--except "Thjodviljinn, of' course .• 
A.nd this was one time 11 Thjodviljinn 11 didn't have too much 
to say. 
Although the !!our newspapers representing the democratic 
lAlthydubladid, April 17, 1952 
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I 
1parties usually agree on matters of ihternational affairs, 
;they are quite often in disagreement on national affairs. 
:on matters of labor and unemployment for example, there is 
' e. great difference in the stand. taken by 11 Althydubladid 11 , 
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~epresenting the Social Democrats, and 11 Visir", speaking 
from the Conservative point of view. While the former cries 
1 for government action during times of unemployment, the 
,latter adopts the attitude that the government should. keep 
h ands off of the problem and let it work itself out. 
In national affairs each party paper seeks to sell its 
own point of view to the voting public, and, as much as 
possible, discredit the program of the other parties. This 
is attempted in the news columns as well as in the editorials. 
The two independent papers are fairly objective in 
their news columns and depend on the editorials to spread 
their ideas to a much greater extent tha.n the other papers. 
Considering everything, while it might no:t be true that 
Iceland has the biggest and best newspapers in the world, 
it certlainly is a fact that it has enough papers , for the 
size of the country, to make the readers among the best 
informed in the world. 
l! 
J ! I 
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APPENDIX I 
Conditions imposed by the Republic of Iceland before 1 
allowing the entrance of United States troops in 1941. 
After careful consideration of all circum-
stances the Iceland Government, in view of the 
present state of affairs, admit that this mea-
sure is in accordance with the interest of 
Iceland, and therefore are ready to entrust 
the protection of Iceland to the United States 
on the following conditions: 
1. United States promise to withdraw all 
their military forces, land, air, and sea, 
from Iceland immediately on conclusion 
of present w·ar. 
2. United Ste.tes further promise to rec-
ognize the absolute independence and 
sovereignty of Iceland and to exercise 
their best efforts with those powers 
which will negotiate the peace treaty at 
the conclusion of the present war in 
order that such treaty shall likewise 
recognize the absolute independence and 
sovereignty of Iceland. 
3. United States promise not to inter-
fere ioJ"i th the Government of Iceland 
neither while their armed forces remain 
in this country nor afterward. 
4. United States promise to organize the 
defense of the country in such a way as to 
insure the greatest possible safety for 
the inhabitants themselves and to assure 
that they suffer minimum disturbance 
from military activities; these activities 
being carried out in consultation with 
Icelandic authorities as far as possible. 
Also because of small population of Ice-
land and consequent danger to nation from 
presence of numerous army, great care 
must be taken that only picked troops are 
1New York Times, July 8, 1941, ~. 3 
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sent here. Military authorities should 
also be instructed to keep in mind that 
Icelanders have been unarmed for centuries · 
and are entirely unaccustomed to military 
discipline, and conduct of troops toward 
the inhabitants of the country should be 
orde~ed accordingly. 
5. United States undertake defense of the 
country without expense to Iceland and 
promise compensation for all damage 
occasioned to the inhabitants by their 
military activities. 
6.United States promise to further int-
erests of Iceland in every way in their 
pVfllrer including that of supplying the 
country with sufficient necessities, 
of securing necessary shipping to and 
from the country and of making in other 
resnects agreements with it. 
?. Iceland Government expects that dec-
laration made by President in this conn-
ection will be in a greement with these 
promises on part of Iceland, and Gov-
ernment would much appreciate its being 
given the opportunity of being cognizant 
with word of this declaration befo~e it 
is published. 
8. On part of Iceland it is considered 
obvious that if United States undertake 
defense of the country it must be strong 
enough to meet every eventuality and 
particularly in the beginning it is 
exPected that as far as possible effort 
will be made to prevent any special 
danger in connection with change over. 
Iceland Government lays special stress 
on there being sufficient airplanes for 
defensive purposes wherever they are 
required and they can be used as soon s.s 
decision is made for United States to 
undertake the defense of the country. 
------ ---=--
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APPENDIX II 
THE KEFLAVIK AGREEMENTl 
Note delivered by the American Minister at 
Reykjavik to the Ftn~eign Minister of Ice-
land od September 1~, 1946: 
Excellency: 
In 1941 the Government of Iceland entrusted 
the protection of Iceland to the United 
States. _The threat to the security of Iceland 
and thE .American continent then existing has 
been eliminated by the military defeat of the 
Axis forces. However, obligations arising 
out of the war still continue. 
In view of the changed conditions and follow-
ing recent conversations between Your Excell-
ency and representatives of my Government, 
I have the honor to propose an agreement 
between the Government of the United States 
and the Government of Iceland as follows: 
(1.) The Government of the United States and 
the Government of Iceland agree to the abrog-
ation of the defense agreement of July 1, 
1941, which shall terminate upon the coming 
into force of the present agreement. 
(2.) The Keflavlk area and the airfields 
hereinafter referred to as the airport and 
the immovable installations constructed 
thereon by the United States, which will be 
listed in a joint inventory to be prepared 
concurrently with the transfer of the airport, 
will be transferred to the Government of 
Iceland. The airport shall then become the 
undisputed property of the Icelandic state 
1 New York Times, September 21, 1946, p. 4 
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r 
in fulfillment of the undertakings of the 
Government of the United States with respect 
thereto. 
( 3. ): Transit and technical stop rights at the 
air port will be accorded to civil aircraft 
of all nations which are granted such rights 
by the Government of Iceland. 
(4.) The Government of the United States will 
withdraw as promptly as possible United States 
military and naval personnel now in the city 
of Reykjavik, and during a period of 180 
days, commencing upon the comlng into force 
of the present agreement, will progressively 
withdraw all other United States military and. 
naval personnel now in Iceland. 
(5.) The Keflavik airport will continue to be 
available for use by aircraft operated. by or 
on behalfof the Government 2of the United States 
in connection with the fulfillment of United 
States obligations to maintain control agencies 
in Germany. To this end the Government of the 
United States shall have the right to and may, 
at its expense, maintain either diredtly or 
under its responsibility the services, fac-
ilities and personnel necessary to such use. 
The special character of these aircraft and 
their presonnel will be respected as far as 
custom-s, immigration and other formalities 
are concerned. No landing fees shall be 
charged for such aircraft. 
(6.) In connection with the operation of 
the airport, the United States will train 
Icelandie personnel, to the extent circum-
stances p ermit., in airport techniques to 
enable Iceland to assume progressively the 
op eration of the airport to the greatest 
possible extent. 
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(?.) The Government of the United States and 
the Government of Iceland will jointly de-
termine operational,safety and similar reg-
ulations to govern the use of the airport 
by all aircraft. Such regulations shall not, 
however, impair the ultimate authority of the 
Government of Iceland with respect to the 
control and operation of the airport. 
(8.) The Gevernment of the United States 
and the Government of Iceland will determine 
a mutually satisfactory formula for the eauit-
a.ble distribution bet,.,.reen them of' the cost 
of maintenance and operation of the airport 
which it does not deem necessary to meet its 
own needs. 
(9.) No duty or other taxes shall be charged 
on matepial, equipment, su:pplies or goods 
i~ported for the use of the Government of the 
United States or its agents under the agree-
ment or for the use of personnel in Iceland 
by reason of employment pursuant to the agree-
ment. No export tax shall be charged on the 
removal of' such articles. 
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{10.) No personnel of the United States resident 
on territory of I~eland by reason of employ-
ment pursuant to the agreement shall be liable 
to pay income tax on income derived from 
sources outside of Iceland. 
{11.) Upon the termination of the present 
agreement, the Government of the United States 
shall have the right to remove from the air-
port all movable installations and equipment 
which have been constructed or provided by the 
United States or its agents after the date 
of the agreement, unless by agreement such 
installations and equipment are bought by 
the Government of Iceland. 
- :__..=;.-_--
(12.) The agreement shall continue in effect 
until the obligations of the Government of 
the United States to maintain control agencies 
in Germany shall have been fulfilled; provided, 
how·ever, that any time after the lapse of five 
years from the comin~ into force of the present 
agreement either Government may propose a 
review of the agreement. In such case, the 
two Governments shall consult as soon as 
possible. If no agreement is reached as a 
result of such consultation within a period 
of six months from the date of the original 
notification, either Government may at any 
time thereafter give notice of intention to 
denounce the agreement, which shall then 
terminate twelve months from the date of 
such notice. 
Should the Government of Iceland accept the 
proposals set forth above, the affirmative 
reply of Your Excellency shall constitute, 
together with this note, the agreement of 
the two Governments in these matters. 
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APPENDIX III 
Defense Agreement Pursuant to North Atlantic Treaty 
between United Statea and Republic of Iceland. 
TEXT OF AGREEMENT 
PREAMBLE 
100. 
Having regard to the fact that the people of Iceland 
cannot themselves adequately secure their own defenses 
and whereas expe:eience has shown that a country's lack 
of defenses greatly endangers its security and that 
of its peaceful neighbors, the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization has requested, because of the unsettled 
state of world affairs, that the United States and 
Iceland in view of the collective efforts of the parties 
to the North Atlantic Treaty to preserve peace and sec-
urity in the North Atlantic Treaty area, make arrange-
ments for the use of facilities in Iceland in defense 
of Iceland and thus also the North Atlantic Treaty area. 
In conformity with this proposal the following agree-
ment has been entered into: 
ARTICLE I 
The United States on behalf of the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization and in accordance with its respon-
sibilities under the North Atlantic Treaty will make 
arrangements regarding the defense of Iceland subject 
to the conditions set forth in thi~ Agreement. For 
this nurpose and in view of the defense of the North 
Atlantic Treaty area Iceland will provide such facil-
ities as are mutually agreed to be necessary. 
ARTICLE II 
Iceland will make all acquistions of land and other 
arra.ngements required to permit entry upon and use 
of facilities in accordance with this Agreement, and the 
United States shall not be obliged to compensate Iceland 
or any national of Iceland or other person for such 
entry or use. 
¥ 
1united States Department of State Bulletin, Vol. XXIV, 
No. 620, May 21, 1951 (u.s. Government Print ing Office) 
p; 812 
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ARTICLE III 
The national composition of forces, and the cond-
itions under ~nrhich they may enter upon and make use 
of facilities in Iceland pursuant to this Agreement, 
shall be determined in agreement with Iceland. 
ARTICLE IV 
The number of personnel to be stationed in Iceland 
pursuant to this agreement shall be subject to the 
approval of the Icelandic Ge11 ernment. 
ARTICLE V 
The United States in carrying out its responsibilities 
under this Agreement shall do so in a nanner that 
contributes to the maximum safejy of the Icelandic 
people, keeping always in mind that Iceland has a 
sparse population and has been unarmed for centuries. 
Nothing in this Agreement shall be so construed as to 
impair ultimate authority of Iceland Y>rith regard to 
Icelandic affairs . 
. ARTICLE VI. 
The agreement of October 7, 1946, between the United 
States and Iceland for interim use of Keflavik Air-
port shall terminate upon the coming into force of 
this Agreement whereupon Iceland will assume direct-
ion of and responsibility for civil aviation operations 
at Keflavik Airport. The United States and Iceland 
will negotiate appropriate arrangements concerning 
the organization of the Airport to coordinate the 
op eration thereof with the defense - of Iceland. 
ARTICLE VII 
Either Government may at any time, on notification 
to the other Government, request the Council of the 
North Atlantic Treaty 0 rganization to review the 
continued necessity for the facilities and thBir 
utilization, and to make recomrnen4~t i ons to the two 
Governments concerning the continuation of this 
Agreement. If no understanding between the two Gov-
ernments is reached a s a result of such request for 
review within a period of six months from the date of 
_ __::::::--_::::._~ --- --
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original request, either Government may at any time 
thereafter give no tice of its intention to terminate 
the Agreement, and the Agreement shall then cease to 
be in force ti~elve months from the date of sucm notice. 
~~enever the contingency provided for in Article 5 
and 6· of the North Atlantic Treaty shall occur, the 
facilities which shall be afforcled in accordance with 
this Agreement shall be available for the same us e . 
While such facilities are not being used for military 
purposes, necessary maintenance work will be performed 
by Iceland or Iceland will authorize its performance 
by the United States. 
AfteB signature by apDropriate authorities of the 
United States and Iceland, this Agreement, of' which 
the English and Icelandic texts are equally authentic, 
shall come into force on the da~e of receipt by the 
Government of the United States of America- of a notific-
ation from the Government of Iceland of its ratification 
of the Agreement. 
Done at Reykjavik, the 5th day of May 1951 
S/ED\I<IARD B. LAWSON 
S/BJARNI BENEDIKTSSON 
---- - '--'-"-~-" 
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